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FOREWORD

In order to provide high-quality vocational education programs during this period of rapidly
changing technology, it is imperative that secondary and postsecondary vocational teachers
remain up-to-date in the knOWledge and skills Of their occupational fields:

Sevnral approacheS currently being used to update vocational/technical teachers have been
previously studied and deStribed. While some success in teacher update is being achieved
through use of each of theSe individual approaches; of both secondary and post=
secondary teatherS remain in need of technological update. Apparently lacking is a strategy or
overall plan fbr effeCtiVe selection, application, coordination; and management of existing technb-
logital Updating approaches and creative adaptations of those approaches.

ThiS dOCUMent presents an overall strategy for meeting the technological updating needs of
secondary and postsecondary vocational/technical teachers. It is designed for use by vocational
edUCatOrs and others faced with the problem of providing technological update: local school, insti-
tution. and district administrators and boardc; teacher educators; vocational/technical professional
development leaders; business/industry representatives; state and federal department of education
personnel: and others concerned with the design and implementation Of programs to update the
technical knowledge and skills of teachers.

Appreciation is extended to the following individuals who served as a panel of experts in
assisting project staff in planning the strategy, recommending document content; and critically
reviewing drafts of the document: Gary BUnch,TrainingManager;Whayne Supply Company,
Louisville; Kentucky: James Collins, Director, National Council of States on lnservice Education.
Syracuse University, New York: George Ferns, Professor, Department of Administration and_Cur:
riculum, Michigan State University; Jatk McElroy, Professor; Vocational Industrial Teacher Ethita=
tion; University of KentUtky: Michael Parsons, Dean of Instruction, Hagerstown Junior College._
Maryland; Andrea Jones, Supervisor of Human ResourceDevelopment: Owens/Corning Fiberglas
Technical Center, Granville, OhiO: John VanAst, Project Director; Iowa Curriculum AssiStariCe
Systems, Ibi&a State University: and Alan Lt-::::ure, General Manager; Occupational Divisibri. John
Wiley & Sons, PublisherS, New York.

Appreciation is also e:tended +.0 the to:lowing state directors of vocational educatiOn for thel
crititalyeVieWS of the revised draft of the document: Jerry Olson, PennsylVania: Darrell Parks,
Ohib; Geneva Fletcher, Indiana: Wilburn Pratt; Kentucky: and Gerard Asselin, VermOnt. Apprecia-
tion for critical review of the revised document rJso goes to William Ashley and Linda Lotto If the
National Centel.

Special recognition is deserved by the following National Center staff, who played major indi-
vidual roles in the development of this document: Lucille Campbell-Thrane, associate director,
Development Division; and James B. Hamilton, program director, for leadership and direction of



the project. Michael E Wonacott, program associate, for drafting the major portion of the docu-
ment. and Katheleen Petrel la, for the many hours spent in typing the manuscript. Appreciation is
extended to Cheryl Lowry for providing final editorial review of the document.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document reports a strategy for updating secondary and postsecondary vocational
teachers in the technologies of their teaching areas. The strategy consists of nine generic charac-
teristics identified as essential to the success of programs designed to update teachers As such
the strategy maximizes known update program facilitators and minimizes known program barriers
Development of the strategy was deemed necessary because of the persistent lack of success of
many efforts to provide technological update to vocational teachers, in spite of a well-knOWn
repertoire of appropriate techniques available:

The strategy development work drew heavily on the knowledge and expertise of a panel of
experts consisting of teacher educators; professional development leaders; community college
personnel, statewide program coordinators; and representatives of business and industry. Panel
MeMberS were chosen collectively to represent a mix cf backgrounds e id experience in the area
Of teacher technological update; individual members were chosen on ti basis of participation in a
successful program for secondary or postsecondary vocational teacher update.

The panel members conferred with project staff in an intensive two-day meeting, comparing
their individual experience and knowledge in the area of teacher updating in order to identify con-
stants affecting the processbarriers to the success of update programs or facilitators of such
success. Through this inductive analysis of staff and panel members' collective and individual
experience in the problem of vocational teachers' technological currentness and in the imriemen-
teflon of successful solutions to that problem, nine essential characteristics of a strategy for tech-
nological update were identified:

The strategy should provide an organization or structure for actio a logical
sequence of steps to follow in designinc and carrying out technological update progr....-ns
or activities.

The strategy should define the roles and responsibilities of all the individuals involved
teachers, administrators, department of education personnel, teacher educators, and bus-
iness, industry, and labor participants.

The strategy should present policy statements to support the roles and responsibilities of
those involved and the activities Li which they participate.

The strategy should define and provide the resources necessary and available to teachers
for participating in activities to gain technological update.

The strategy should provide incentives and rewards to achieve and maintain motivation to
participate in technological update activities and incorporate the results into program
curricula.

The strategy should identify and provide a variety of techniques by which teachers can
gain technological updating.
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The strategy should allow for and provide alternative and creative configurations of tech-
niques to best meet the individual needs of teachers seeking updating.

The strategy should provide for the incorporation of the knowledge and skills gained in
update activities into the instructional program or course materials.

The strategy should provide for continuing and sell-renewing activities to maintain tech-
nological update on the part of all involved

Each of the nine characteristics is discussed fully in the document, with concrete illustrations
presented as appropriate on how to implement them.

A statewide implementation model suggests the standardization of administrative arrange-
ments regarding college and university credit, eligible update funding and reimburse-
ment activities, and minimum standards for teacher participation. The model also recognizes the
need for arrangements within specific occupational areas regarding needs identification, identifi-
cation of sources of activities, and scheduling details. Comprehensive planning committtees and
occupational area- specific committees at both the state and local levels are recommended struc-
tures for implementation of a statewide program of technological update.

Finally, recommendations for fur'. Jr appropriate action are made:

Assessment of the need for technological update and plans to address this need should
be a required part of local operational plans:

Local operational plans should directly address curriculum update as a necessary part of
teacher technological update.

State operational plans should address the states' roles in planning and support of
teacher technological update.

State and federal departments of education should develop rules and regulations regard-
ing administration of educational legislation to impact specifically on teacher technologi-
cal update.

Vocational teacher certification and recertification requirements should be modified to
place greater emphasis upon the teachers' currency of demonstrated teaching compe-
tence and occupational competence.

In order to attract and retain highly qualified vocational teachers, salary schedules should
recognize years of occupational experience, including time rent in business /industry
internships, as well as teaching experience and formal educational preparation:

A toderal program of update grants or fellowships to local districts or individual teachers
allowing a fariety of high-potential update techniques should be established.

Tax incentives should be made available to businesses and industries to encoirage their
collaboration in providing quality occupational internships for teachers and for provision
of equipment necessary for incorporating current occupational technology into voca-
tional cu7dcula.



Occupational currentness should be a major criterion for selection of vocational teachers
for -merit pay" or for designation as "master teachers:"

Vocational teachers should be paid to establish and coordinate collaborative arrange-
ments with business/industry to provide work experience and instruction for vocational
students in occupational areas in which the local school cannot provide up-to-date
instruction due to teacher or equipment limitations.

Staffing policies and practices in vocational education should be adopted. such as hiring
of qualified part-time instructors and/or required, regular, paid business/industry intern-
ships for teachers, which will result in teachers more likely to remain current in their
occupation.

The information in this document should be useful to vocational educators in a wide variety of
settings who are responsible for the task of keeping secondary or postsecondary vocational
teachers abreast of today's fast-changing technology: local school, institution, or district adminis-
trators: teach educators: vocational/technical professional development leaders: business. indus-
try, and labor personnel: state and federal department of education personnel; and any others
concerned with the design or implementation of programs to provide technological update to
vocational/technical teachers.

ix



t INTRODUCTION

The Need for a Strategy for Technological Update

The currentness of teachers' technological knowledge and skills has traditionally been a major
concern in vocational education. Teachers face this concern from the moment they enter the
teaching profession: initial certification requirements in the majority of states require beginning
vocational teachers to have from three to five years of occupational experience in the technology
of their teaching area. Such requirements are intended to ensure that vocational students receive
instruction that is up-to-date. that reflects the state of the art, and that will equip them for the real-
ity of the workplace that they will encounter upon leaving the vocational program.

In recent years, however, this concern over teachers' technological currentness has increased
greatly. Changes in both the technology of the workplace and the teaching profession have led to
a state of affairs that many vocational educators believe to be critical. What are these changes and
how have they affected the currentness of teachers' technoiogical knowledge and skills?

The Rate of Technological Change

In the workplace. technological change is now occurring at a rate unprecedented in history.
The first and most familiar example of this is the electronic computer. Forty years ago. the com-
puter was a bulky electromechanical contraptiona roomful of vacuum tubes and wiring. Today.
the microchip and its attendant technology have so reduced the size of the computer that one can
be held in the palm of the hand.

This reduced size and accompanying reduced cost have led to computer applications that
have revolutionized the day-to-day workings of many trades and occupations. Assembly-line
workers, sales clerks, technicians, draftspersons, health care personnel, bank tellers, agricultural
workersthe list of workers who use computers or microcomputers in their daily operations is
enormous. Indeed, it becomes difficult to imagine an occupation that is not affected by this now
commonplace device.

Change in the Teaching Profession

Change in the teaching profession. on the other hand, centers on personnel rather than on
technology. To be sure, the science of pedagogy has made considerable strides in the same forty
years. The popular and academic trends in education are familiar to many peoplerelevance in
the curriculum, accountability, competency-based education, lifelong learning, and so on. The
salient trend for this discussion, however; is teacher tenure. At the same time that technological
change is occuring in the workplace at unparalleled rates, the amount of time that the average
secondary or postsecondary vocational teacher has been in the teaching profession -and hence.
away from the workplaceis increasing.
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This increase in teacher tenure can be attributed to different causes; many of them involving
the state of the economy. A sluggish economic growth rate and a high level of unemployment have
led mar.y teachers to value the relative job security of the teaching profession. At the same time.
forced cutbacks in secondary and postsecondary school budgets and shrinking secondary student
enrollments have produced reductions in the teaching staff at many institutions. When teachers
are laid off. those with the least seniority (and with the most recent experience in the world of
work) go first.

Furthermore, those with least seniority also receive the lowest salaries and are consequently
most susceptible to the higher salaries paid for technician positions available in industry. Many
educators are in fit, more concerned about the "teacher drain" than any other aspect of the
teaching profession .,oday. It is often said that the best qualified, most technologically current
teachers are those most likely to be attracted to industry: this exodus from the school of t1,-? best
and the brightest further supports the need for updating secondary and postsecondary vocational
teachers have been teaching longer today than before. They are further away than ever before
from the day-to-day contact with the technology of the workplace that would allow them to keep
abreast of the rapid, manifold changes in that technology.

The Status of Technological Update

In sum: the combination of these changes has had a drastic effect on the technological cur-
rency of secondary and postsecondary vocational teachers: Previous project work by Hamilton:
Wonacott, and Simandjuntak (1982) investigated the extent and level of teachers' need for techno-
logical update. In that study; project staff identified individuals knowledgeable about technological
update in their states because of recent research that they or others had done on the need for
vocational teachers' update. Individuals in nine states reported their perceptions of the nature and
extent of the need for technological update among secondary vocational teachers in their respec-
tive states: an additional nine individuals reported their perceptions of the nature and extent of the
need for technological update among postsecondary vocational teachers in their respective states.
Also reported were the approaches used for technological update in the individual states, the
apparent effectiveness of those approaches, and the barriers to those approaches.

Analysis of those aggregated perceptions resulted in some startling estimates: almost half of
the postsecondary teachers in those selected states had substantial or critical need for update;
almost one-third of the secondary teachers, again in those seleCted states, had the same level of
substantial or critical need. A further finding of this analysis is that the extent and level of need for
updating are not likely to decrease. Rather, they are expected to increase.

One response to the need for technological update of teachers is'exemplified by John Wiley &
Sons; When this publisher developed curriculum materials for word processing and office automa-
tion; it found that most instructors were unable to use its texts: Although Wiley's materials were
keyed to growth areas in business education; teachers could not adopt materials that dealt with
skills that they did not have. To sell its curricular materials; the publisher found it necessary to
offer a series of seminars throughout the country to update faculty and provide them with assis-
tance in modernizing their curricula. Building on this success; Wiley and the National Postsecond-
ary Alliance at the National Center are cooperating to offer a series of. workshops aimed at
upgrading the skills of electronics technology faculty members.

Parallel work further investigated the approaches that are currently being used to provide
technological update to secondary and postsecondary vocational teachers (Wonacott and



Hamilton 1983). Descriptions of the approaches in use were gathered not only from the reports
mentioned previously but also from a review of the literature and a solicitation of on -shelf program
descriptions from selected secondary and postsecondary schools, institutions, and districts. The
characteristic features of each reported approach were identified (in order to account for the wide
variation in the name given these approaches by the implementing agencies) and each approach
was then classified. This led to the identification of six specific delivery techniques that are cur-
rently used in programs for technological update.

These six delivery techniques are as folrOWS:

Work experience internships
University and college course work
Workshops, conferences, and seminars
Industry observation
Education and industry staff exchange
Part-time employment

The identifying characteristics of each approach were reported; along with the advantages and
disadvantages of each and barriers to and facilitators of each. These techniques are implemented
in programs administered by different agencies; ranging from an individual school, institution, or
district to a state department of education. Program personnel often report high levels Of partici-
pant satisfaction with the quality of individual programs or events. However, many program per-
sonnel also report a noticeable drop in interest and participation in their events over

How are those findings to be explained? On the one hand, secondary and pOstsecohdaryedu-
cators report high levels of satisfaction with individual update events. (Indeed, this makes perfect
sense: Workshops; for example; have been around long enough as an instructional device that
their implementation has been practically reduced to a science.) Yet on the otherhand,rnanyof
these same educators report that teachers seem to lose interest as programs continue; further-
more; they do not attribute this lagging interest to any real decrease in the extent or level of
teachers' need for technological updating. They report on the contrary that this need is on the

increase.

Barriers and Facilitators

The answer to thiS question can best be found in an analysis of the barriers commonly
encountered in operating technological update programs or events. By and large, a list of_these
barriers identified by Wonacott and Hamilton (1983) does not contain any surprises. The first bar-
rier is insufficient resources; it takes time money; and support services to update teachers. The
second is motivation: teachers and administrators alike must be aware of the need for update and
be convinced of the importance of striving to achieve updating. In particular, teachers must see
updating as a personal need: Third; policy; so often a reflection of public awareness, is a crucial
area: teachers might need years of occupational experience for initial certification, but this con-
cern for currentness is not as evident in recertification policy. Fourth, access to the means for
updating can be a barrier: up-to-date knowledge and skills cannot be conjured out of thin air. Of
these barriers; resources and motivation were reported to be the most important by far.

These four barriers commonly operate regardless of which specific delivery techniques are
used in a particular update program. NO matter what technique is used to deliver up-to-date
knowledge and skills, someone Still has to pay for it, teachers have to be willing to participate.
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administration policy must at least allow it, and it has to be within a reasonable distance. The antic-
ipated increase in the need for technological update among teachers and the lessening of interest
among teachers who do participate in a program of update events is most likely attributable to
insufficient attention to these barriers: While we are probably safe in taking for granted the idea
that delivery techniques are sound and appropriately used. we can equally assume that something
is lacking in the context surrounding the use of those techniques.

Strategy versus Tactics

What appears to be lacking is an overall strategy for technological update in which individual
delivery techniques can be implemented. All too many efforts toward technological update are in a
situation parallel to a classic military clichethat of the army that in battle after battle but never
can win the war. A military analyst would say that this army's tactics must be sound because, after
all it keeps winning the battles; what must be faulty is the strategy behind those tactics. Perhaps
the army concentrates on capturing cities, when possession of cities doesnot deprive this particu-
lar foe of the ability to defend itself: perhaps by indulging in brutal use of force (e.g., indiscrimi-
nate aerial bombing rt. repressive rule of conquered ten:tory) the army only strengthens its foe's
resolve to continue the struggle; perhaps by political ineptitude in the home country the army
deprives itself of the means to gain victory. A military analyst would recommend that this army
revise its strategy, while probably retaining its current tactics.

A similiar task faces secondary and postsecondary vocational education in the area of techno-
logically updating its teachers. Given that the delivery techniquesthe tacticsused in a given
update event are sound, it must be that a revised strategy is needed to account for all the factors
that affect the provision of up-to-date technological knowledge and skills to vocational teachers.
Such a strategy should recognize that it is insufficient simply to make one-time arrangements to
get an out-of-date teacher and an up-to-date expert in the same room at the same time that efforts
to provide technological update to teachers will inevitably fail in the long run unless they are sup-
ported by appropriate policy and resources. that access to sources of update must be provided if
teachers are ever to live up to their responsibility to stay up-to-date in their fields, and finally that it
is not teachers alone who have a roe to play and a responsibility to fulfill in the task of staying
up-to-date.

By the same token, it would not be appropriate to develop a single formula to be applied
unfailingly in every technological update program. No single specific formula could hope to
account for all the differences in the detail and situation of secondary and postsecondary voca-
tional schools. institutions, and districts across the United States. What would be gained in one
situation by the comprehensiveness of the formula would be offset in another by its rigidity.
Planners and administrators need instead a set of generic strategy guidelines to follow in formulat-
ing a specific strategy of their own that does account for all the detail of their individual situations:

Development of a Strategy for Technological Update

This document attempts to supply generic guidelines by presenting and describing the essen-
tial characteristics of a strategy for technological update; these characteristics then constitute a
generic strategy for technological update: The document is a result of project work with the follow-
ing objectives:



To provide a strategy to teacher educators; school administrators; state department of
education personnel, and concerned business; industry, and labor representatives for
meeting the technological updating needs of vocational/technical teachers

To provide tactics with high potential for implementing that strategy

Methodology

In order to formulate these essential characteristics of a strategy for technological update. a
panel of experts was assembled to confer with project staff. The members of the panel collectively
represented a wide variety of perspectives and experience in the area of technolOgical update.
They were drawn from teacher education, state departments of education, two-year postsecondary
institutions. and business and industry. (See appendix A for a list of the panel members and their
professional positions.) Panel members were given copies of the two documents referred to earlier
that had resulted from related previous project work. In addition, project staff had tentatively iden-
tified six essential characteristics of the strategy for technological update, six candidate high-
potential delivery techniques, and criteria for technique selection; these were given to panelists as
well.

I n preparation for the panel meeting, panel members and project staff reviewed both extant
literature and previous National Center project work that identified both the delivery techniques
currently in use to update secondary and postsecondary vocational teachers' technological knowl-
edge and skills and barriers and facilitators that affect the implementation of those techniques.
The panel meeting had the following objectives:

1. To identify barriers and facilitators of vocational/technical teacher technological update

. To analyze the interplay of technological update tactics (approaches), barriers, and
facilitators

To induce the characteristics of an overall strategy for technological update of vocational/
technical teachers

4. To review tactics for technological update of vocational/technical teachers

5. To refine criteria for selection of high-potential tactics

6. To select tactics with high potential for updating vocational/technical teachers in the
technology of their teaching fields

While all these objectives were met, the meeting of the panel of experts focused primarily on
the :dentificatiorl of the essential characteristics of a strategy: Panel members compared their indi-
Virilial experiences in technological update in order to identify the specific barriers and facilitators
that affected update efforts in which they had participated; In addition; each panel member had
had the benefit of studying the generic descriptions and specific examples of approaches usedfor
technological update in the previous related products. The generic characteristics of a successful
strategy for technological update were induced from this pool of specific individual experiences.
Each member offered a personal perspective in the inductive analysis of the factors affecting pro-
gram success: As a result of this analysis; certain constants were identified: success in individual
efforts was always accompanied by the presence of a particular factor or the absence of another
factor; equally; the presence or absence of a given factor always accompanied lack of success.



Essential Strategy Chracteristics

The constants identified in this process of inductive analysis were then phrased as generic
strategy characteristics. The six tentative characteristics identified in preliminary work by project
staff were confirmed as essential by panel members. In addition, three other essential characteris-
tics were identified during the course of the meeting. The final set of nine essential characteristics
of a strategy for technological update is as follows:

The strategy should provide an organization or structure for actioni.e., a logical
sequence of steps to follow in designing and carrying out technological update programs
or activities.

The strategy should define the roles and responsibilitieS Of all the individualsmvolved_
teachers, administrators, de partMent of edUcatiOn personnel, teacher educators, and bus-
iness, industry, and labor participants.

The strategy shciuld present policy statements to support the roles and responsibilities of
those involved and the activities in which they participate.

The Strategy should define and provide the resources necessary and available to teachers
for participating in activities to gain technological update:

The Strategy ShOu Id provide incentives and rewards to achieve and maintain motivation to
participate in technological update activities and incorporate the results into program
curricula.

The strategy should identify and provide a variety of techniques by which teachers can
gain technological updating.

The strategy should allow for and provide alternative and creative configurations of tech-
niques to best meet the individual needs of teachers seeking updating.

The strategy should provide for the incorporation Of the knOwledge and skills gained in
update activities into the instructional program or course materials.

The strategy should provide for continuing and Self-renewing activities to maintain tech-
nological update on the part of all involved.

The Generic Nature of Characteristics and Strategy

The reader'S attention is drawn once again to the generic nature of both the individual charac-
teristics just listed and the strategy that they constitute: None of these characteristics are
thoroughly defined. They do not define; for example; a specific level of economic resources
required for a program of technological update; rt:Ir do they explain how this level of resources is
to be Obtained. This approach is in line with the explanation offered previously of the fUtility of
prescriptious to be followed in all situations.

The area of policy serves as a good example of why this is the case. It would haidly be
appropriate to prescribe a particular policy statement that should be adOpted by all vocational
educatorswhatever their situation or level of responsibilityplanning or implementing a program
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of technological update for secondary or postsecondary vocational teachers. No single model
policy statement could fit the entire range of specific details that each individual program planner
or implementer would need to accommodate. What would be of use to such planners and imple-
menters, and is provided in this report, is a set of guidelines setting forth a rationale for policy
support of technological update. explaining why such support is needed, and an analysis of the
criteria that a given policy for technological update should meet. With that knowledge, individual
program planners and implementers can develop a sound policy that will promote technological
update while remaining appropriate to the specifics of their particular situations.

Organization of this Report

Chapters 2-10 ofT-lisreport each_treat one of the generic characteristics of a successful strat-
egy for technological update. Each of these chapters presents (1)a rationale for the inclusion of
the characteristic, (2) guidelines for implementing the characteristic, and (3) specific detail
appropriate to the illustration of the discussion. Chapter 11 discusses the implementation of tech-
nological update programs at the statewide level and suggests an appropriate structure for admin-
istering such programs. Finally, chapter 12 provides related recommendations for action to
increase the effectiveness of current efforts to provide vocational teachers with technological
Update.
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2. CHARACTERISTIC: STRUCTURE FOR ACTION

The first and most important generic characteristic of a strategy for technological/update for
secondary and postsecondary teachers is that there must be some logical, organized structure in
which the action can take place: What are the component parts of the process of bringing and
keeping teachers tip-to-date with their technologies? What are the tasks involved in attaining this
goal?

The process of keeping teachers up-to-date consists of four tasks:

1. Identify the need
2. Develop a plan of action
3. Implement the plan of action
4. Evaluate the implementation of the plan

Each of these four tasks is essential to the overall updating process. Taken together, they consti-
tute a structure for the overall process of technological update that, while hardly revolutionary, is
highly useful.' In fact, the four tasks very much resemble the baSic steps involved in any process of
instruction. They are appropriate to the process of technological update because that process, in
its most basic sense, is one of instruction. A closer look at each of the four tasks will reveal how
they apply specifically to the process of technological update.

This four-part analysis of the process discussed in this section is not sacred in and of itself.
There is no magic. of course; in organizing or structuring the actions involved in the process of
technological update into exactly four tasks: The merit of this analysis and the important point to
consider is the essential nature of each of the generic tasks contained in the overall process: ioen-
tifying specific needs for update; planning action to address those needs; carrying out the action
planned; and evaluating the effectiveness of the action taken: The, number of discrete tasks in the
process of updating teachers' technological knowledge and skills could be open to debate: the
logic and sequence of the tasks involved in the process is not:

identify the Need

As in any effort that aims to instruct, the first essential step in technological update is to iden-
tify the exact need for instruction. No program of technological update will be successful if it
attempts to deliver instruction that is not perceived by teac.hers to be neededthat is not relevant.
To ensure that instruction offered is needed and relevant, the instruction must take into account
the following:

The state of the art in the different technological areas

Levels of worker competence required by employers
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Teachers' current state of knowledge and skills

Specific areas in which teachers need updating

Many program planners and implementers have learned the hard -way the necessity for identi-
fying teachers' individual needs for update. All too often, programs of update activities for second-
ary or postsecondary teachers have been planned on the basis of what is available instead of what
is needea. Techers who participate in such activities are usually quick to voice their dissatisfac-
tion with them and with future activities planned as part of the same program. Sitting through an
eight -hour workshop on a topic entirely outside one's teaching area or not relevant to one's indi-
vidual needs is much more likely to discourage further participation than to encourage it. Further-
more, lack of awareness on the part of teachers of the need for update was one of the most fre-
quently reported barriers in previous investigation (Hamilton, Wonacott, and Simundjuntak 1982,
p. 45).

The State of the Art and Levels of Competence

The first factor to be identified is the state of the art in the technologies in question. Specific
information must be gathered on the processes, operations; machinery; and equipment in use in
the workplace: Also needed is specific information on the levels of competence needed by begin-
ning workers to function in this technological setting. What knowledge and skills do employers
require of their beginning workers, given the technology used in local businesses and industries?

There may be, of course, considerable differences between the state of the art of the technol-
ogy in the workplace and the levels of beginning employee competence needed by employers. As
an example, clerical offices of a given employer may represent the very latest in office practices:
perhaps all document pi oduction is done on word processorsthe office might not contain a sin-
gle conventional typewriter. The employer, however, may r may not want beginning workers that
have received specific training in how to operate word processors. The employer may be quite
content to have beginning employees who have had basic knowledge of busines:, documentfor-
mat and basic keyboard skills; the employer might prefer to give beginning employees specific
instruction in' operating the actual office equipment. The same logic applies to different technolog-
ical areas as well.

It is important to note that information on both the state of the art and levels of employee
competence must ultimately come from one sourcepotential employers in business and industry.
The word-processor-equipped office setting is irrelevant to the local situation if local businesses
and industries still have offices full of conventional typewriters: There is something to be said for
secondary or postsecondary teachers being aware of the cutting edge in the technology of their
teaching areas; of course. What teachers really need; however; is precise knowledge of the spe-
cifics that their students will encounter in working for employers and the preparation that students
will need for those specifics.

Teachers' Current State and Need for Update

The other factor to be identified is the current level of teachers' technological knowledge and
skills. What technological processes and operations are taught in teachers' programs? What
equipment and machinery are students taught to use in the classroom or laboratory? Are these the
same as the processes, operations, equipment, and machinery that students are likely to encounter
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in the workplace? If they are different, what exactly are the differences? What knowledge and skills
do teachers have that are not reflected in their curricula?

The difference between the knowledge and skills that teachers actually have and those
required of them by virtue of the technology in place in the world of work tells program planners
and implementers how out-of-date teachers are: It is important to remember, however, that
teachers, whether secondary or postsecondary; may not need to gain all the knowledge and skills
required to function in state-of-the-art technology: The levels of competence that potential
employers require of beginning workers is a more precise indicator of the actual updated knoWl-
edge and skills that teachers need to acquire. Again, "cutting edge" knowledge and skills may be

nice and even appropriate in some cases; but what teachers need is the specific knowledge and
Skills that will prepare students for the expectations of the world of work. This is, in fact, the defini-
tion of technological currency; which is the goal of technological update programs: the specific
technological knowledge and skills that teachers need to prepare their StLdents to perform the
tasks expected of beginning workers by potential employerS in the area.

Individual Needs and System Needs

Policymakers and program planners alSb heed to take into account that needs identification
operates at two levels: the individual teach& and the overall system, whether the system comprises
a single secondary or postsecondary Schtitif or institution, multiple schools or institutions making
up a secondary or postsecondary diStritt, or a mixture of such schools; institutions, and districts in
a larger geographical area served by a higher-level agency (i.e., a state department of education,
state or regional professional association, or teacher education institutions). Individual teachers
must identify theft own Specific needs for updated knowledge and skills. This identification forms
the baSiS ftit their future actions in acquiring update. Individual teachers can then carry out spe-
cific activities that will meet their particular needs for updating:

An overall program designed for numbers of either secondary or postsecondary teachetS, on
the other hand, will concentrate on the needs of the system as a whole. If a series of workshops is
being planned, for example; the number of teachers who need updating on a particular topic
Should be considered: A given workshop that would meet the needs of a large number of teachers
would be cost-effective and therefore appropriate; the same workShop would be inappropriate if it
met the needs of only a single teacher or small number of teacheit. For the latter case, a more
appropriate system-wide approach would be individual activities Je.g., work experience intern-
ships) to meet the needs of the single teacher or small number of teachers.

Develop a Plan of Action

Once individual and system -wide needs fOr updating are identified, a plan of action must be
developed to meet tnose needs. Such a plan should be relevant to teachers' needsit must offer
the specific instruction that will bring teachers up-to-date in their technologies. It should be realis-
tic: while perfection maybe possible, the plan must enable teachers to make significant and sub-
stantial progress toward technological currentness. Finally; the plan should be cost-effective. On
the one hand, scarce resources should not be devoted to expensive activities that will benefit only
a feW teachetS, On the other hand, teachers with unusual needs should not be ignored, evert
though they be few in number.

The importance of planning specific activities to meet the identified heeds for updating should
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not be underestimated. Previous efforts to update teachers that have relied exclusively on a state-
ment of teachers' professional cbligation to remain up-to-date and the hope that teachers will ful-
fill that obligation have been largely unsuccessful: More than one administrator has come to
realize that teachers are much more likely to participate in a specific inservice activity if a program
with specific goals is prepared and offered than if they are to carry out; entirely on their own initia-
tive: the whole series of tasks involved in technological update. Like any other kind of instructional
activity: technological update is most effective when specific activities are planned to meet specific
needs and bring meaningful and valued rewards.

The steps in developing the plan are relatively few and simple. First, sources of update must
be identified. One obvious place to look for these is in local businesses and industries. Work sites
and contact persons can be identified that can provide teachers with the experience they need in
current technology. Industry resource persons available to offer workshops or other events away
from the workplace could alsr be identified. Other sources of ii date to be found in business and
industry could be print or audiovisual instructional materials. Local universities and colleges may
also have personnel or instructional materials that could serve as sources of updating.

Second, activities must be identified and planned that will link teachers with these sources of
update. A delivery technique must be chosen for each activity envisioned; arrangements must be
Made_for implementing that technique: questions of location, cost, number of participants, and
specific content to be covered must be settled. Furthermore, if a quantified system of recertifica-
tion or staff development credit'-, is used, credit values must be assigned to the particular activities
planned. A similiar procedure must be followed if college or university credits are to be awarded
for participatiOn in update activities. if activities are planhedandcarried out by agencies that do
not award such credits (e.g., a state division of vocational education: local board of education or
board of trustees, or a professional teachers organization); then that agency needs to work out
cooperative arrangements with a college or university to award credit: Third: a system to evaluate
the effectiveness of activities to be implemented must also be designed at this time.

When a program of activities is planned to meet system-wide needs; explicit provision should
be made for arranging activities for teachers whose individual needs are not met by the activities
planned. Such teachers should be informed of how they can identify sources for the updating that
they need, what kinds of activities they can arrange and how they can arrange them, and what the
details are for the administration of these activities. If specific approval is required for these or
other supplementary activities, the details of the approval process should be included.

Finally, the activities planned must be promoted. Promotional efforts do not need to be expen-
sive and done by professional advertising agencies. However, they should ensure that all teachers
served by the program planned are made aware of the details of the activities. Information should
be disseminated on the dates, times, and locations of activities, the content to be covered, possible
reimbursement for out -of- pocket expenses, released time provided, credits awarded, or any other
adrriiniStratiVe details. in addition, it is best to disseminate this information directly to teachers
the information is most likely to arrive in teachers' hands and have a positive impact on them in
this way. A program contact person should be named, with address and telephone number given
for inquiries.

y

Implement the Plan of Action

Implementing the plan of action developed for technological update is the next step to be
undertaken. In this very important step, teachers participate in activities that they have identified
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as relevent to the r own individual needs for updating. Upon completion of update activities, the
results of updatingnew technological knowledge and skillsare then incorporated as appro-
priate into program cu-rici. la.

In many respects, the simplest siep of the entire proccss cf techrological update is the imple-
mentation phase. during which teachers participate in the activities that have been planned. At thiS
point, the administrative and logistical details of these activities will have been arrang.,,d and
teachers will have identified specific activitie that will meet their own specific goals Then the plan
that was developed in the second step of the process is simply implemented.

However, the final phase of plan implementation is more complex. Incorporating the results of
update activities into program curricula a critical phase of the update process. Although hardly
overwhelming (teachers do update their pi gram curricula as a standard part of their (Julies).
incorporation cannot be realistically anticipated or planned until after the activities have been
completed. Logically, of course, the incorporation of the results of update into program curricula
is a vita: part of tne process; it would bn pointless for teachers to put time and effort into acquiring
up-to-date knowledge and skills and then keep them secret. A further explanation of the impor-
tance and process of incorporating update results into program curricula is found in chapter 9

Evaluate the 1,nplementation of the Plan

Finally, as in any instructional effort, the final step in the process of technological update is to
evaluate the effectiveness of the effort. Hence, the same sort of wisdom should be observed in eval-
u at ing a technological update program as would apply to any kind of program evaluation.

Formative evaluation should occur as the program activities take place. Participants' reactions
to individual can be gathered on the appropriateness of content and execution. Sugges-
tions ;:an be solicited on possible improvements to planned activities. This feedback should then
be used to improve subsequent activities planned but not yet carried out.

In addition, summative evaluation should be conducted on the long -term effects of an update
program. Teachers' incorporation of update results into curricula should be monitored to ensure
that incorporation does indeed occur. Follow-up activities would gather feedback from both
employers and former students on the appropriateness of content (knowledge and skills) incorpo-
rated into program curricula.

One important evaluation guideline to follow is that evaluation; although often considered the
final step in an instructional program; never ends: The purpose of evaluation is to identify short-
comings in the program; improvements to rectify those shortcomings; and strengths of the pro-
gram to be retained: These judgments then form the basis for further development of the program.
thus starting the cycle again. Evaluation occurs in its natural place in this new cycle; resulting in
another new cycle. Thus; each round of evaluation furnishes an additional set of data from which
judgments are made about future developments.
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3. CHARACTERISTIC: ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

More than one program or effort to provide, leachers with up-to-date Knowledge and skills has
failed In achieve any long-term impact because the respunsibilitieS of all parties invoked were not
clearly outlined. It is simply not realistic, for example, to include a statement hi an institution's staff
developrner t policy that teachers have a professional obligation to keep up-to-date with the tech-
nology of their teaching areaand leave it at that. Teachers may well have an obligation to w
toward this goal but there is little real hope that they will achieve this goal if tney -are left to their
own deices or are asked to proceed entirely on their own initiative:

However teachers may be to live up to this sort of professional obligation, they need
leadership, guidance, and support for their efforts: They cannot be expected to shoulder the entire
responsibility for the task of staying up-to-date. By he same token, the argument that it is adminis-
trators' responsibility alone to make. updating occurthat individual teachers are powerless to
move unless somr:one else makes all the arrangements; pays all the expenses. and releases them
from teaching duties to attend eventsdoes not bear up under :Jose scrutiny. No single agent
involvad in the process of tec"-nological update bears the whole responsibility for making the pro-
cess work.

Any program or effort to prot, ide technological update to teachers, then, should begin with a
definition of the responsibilities of all the agents involved. h is is the second essential characteris-
tic of a strategy for tecnnological update Who are the agents involved in the process of updating
secondary or postsecondary teachers' technological knowledoe and skills? What responsibilities
do Moss agents_ have? What other riles might they play. in addition to fulfilling their individual
responsibilities?

The agents

The agents involved in the process of technological update are; in the simplest terms; all those
involved in the enterprise of vocational education: It is not only teachers who figure in the process;
they are indeed the n'tural focus of efforts toward update; but they do not bear total responsibility
in this area: Nor; on the other hand. can the entire burden of providing technological update be
shouldered by the bureau -:raric ;uperstructure of vocational educatiorr the state and federal
departments of education might well exercise leadership in update _ ifrts, but they cannot effec-
tively impose update from on high by an act of will or administrative fiat.

Education in the United States has a long history r,f local and state control. the division of
powers outlined in the federal constitution, whict, allocates responsibility for education to the
states. nas never been substantially altered The ;ederal Department of Education has in recent
years assumed increasing responsibilities in leadership and research; further, it has backed its
leadership by some federal funding of education. However, this federal role has not seriously
impinged upon the more basic control of education exercised locally.
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Thus. those involved in technological update; like those involved in almost all areas of voca-
tional education, include all those indivicivals and groups who share some responsibility for voca.
tional education:

Teachers (both secondary and postsecondary)
Teacher supervisors (both secondary and postsecondary)
School administrators (both secondary and postsecondary)
Local boards of education and boards of trustees
Advisory committees
Business and industry
Professional and trade associations and labor
Colleges and universities
State advisory committees
State divisions of vocational education
State boards of education
National Advisory Council on Vocational Education
Office of Vocational and Adult Education

Roles and Responsibilities of the Agents

When multiple agents are involved in the operation of a single process, there must be some
explicit division of functions among them. Without clear guidelines for collaboration and coopera-
tion, each agent is likely to assume responsibility for action at his or her own discretion and for his
or her own reasons. Inevitably, areas of responsibility will overlap: decisions will be made at sepa-
rate points with conflicting results, work will be duplicated] and general inefficiency will ensue.
Failing definition, spheres of responsibility tend naturally to move toward the personal interests
and skills of the individuals occupyirig those spheres: Our decentralized system of education
further aggravates this fragmentation of responsibilities. Lacking a clear assignment of specific
responsibilities to each agent in the process of technological update; it becomes all too easy for
any individual agent to avoid the responsibility for a task that is difficult, distasteful, or costly to
perform:

Generic Responsibilities

The basic functions or responsibilities of the agents involved in the process of vocational edu-
cation are prescribed by law, policy, tradition, and practicality. We can examine these generic
responsibilities briefly to identify how they apply to the process of technological update:

Teachers. The basic functienofsecondary and postsecondary vocational teachers is to pro-
vide instruction to prepare their students for the realities of the world of work: A necessary corol-
lary of this function is the responsibility of teachers to ensure that their instruction is relevant and
up -to -date. To fulfill this responsibility, teachers must themselves possess up-to-date knowledge
and skills in the technology of their teaching area: Hence, this basic function of teachers leads to a
general statement of their responsibility in the process of technological update: to assess their
own need for technological update and to participate in activities to gain up-to-date knowledge
and skills in their technical area:

Teacher supervisors. As their title implies, supervisors are responsible for monitoring the qual-
ity and delivery of instruction offered by the secondary or postsecondary teachers under their
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supervision: One aspect of this function is to assist teachers in identifying ways in which the per-
formance of their teaching duties could be improved; fUtther, supervisors then go on to guide
teachersin identifying and carrying out activities to effett thOS8 needed improvements: As these
functions are transferred directly to the area of technolOgital update, supervisors are called on to
assist teachers in identifying both their needs for updating and the activities that will meet their
individual updating needs and to assist teachers in carrying out those activities:

Local administrators. The function of ,:v,-,rondary and postsecondary administrators in the
delivery of vocational education is to provide the resources, support, leadership; and management
necessary for teachers to deliver instruction. Like supervisors; they bear some responsibility for
quality in the provision of instruction under their aegis. Their responsibility in the process of tech-
nological update is to ensure that teachers are able to participate profitably in update events by
providing, again, resources, support, leadership, and management.

Local bOatds of education or boards of trustees. Local boards of education are a link between
the community as a whole and secondary vocational education; local boards of trustees are a link
between the community and postsecondary vocational education institutions (e.g., community col-
leges, tathhiCal colleges). These boards represent community interests to vocational educators
and, at the same time, the interests of vocational education to the community. In dbing so, the
boards establish policy and priorities at the local level, allocate resources according to those poli-
cieS and priorities, and monitor the use of allocated resource,, by teachers and administrators in
carrying out established policies and priorities. The function of these boardS in the process of
technological update; then; is to establish policy and priorities concerning technological update;
allocate resources to updating, and monitor efforts undertaken to provide updating.

Advisory committees. In the basic scheme of vocational education, advisory committees act as

a link between vocational educators and the reality of the world of work. They act both as informa-
tion brokers; offering counsel and input to secondary and postsecondary programs; schools; and
institutions, and as advocates of vocational education to local employers and the community at
large. As the closest formal contact between vocational educators and business/industry; they are
the most logical source of information on business /industry needs in the area of update the cur-
rent state of the art in different technologies, levels of competence required of student program
hr:ivates, and hence, the levels of knowledge and skills required of teachers. They can alsocotn-
municate potential sources of update to educators and advocate business/industry cooperation
with teachers as they seek update.

BUSMOSS and indUStry. The function of business and industry in the provision of secondary or
postsecondary vocational education is in essence the same as that of advisory committees. The
Salient difference in their functions is that advisory committees are simply the first point of contact
between vocational educators and local businesses and industries. Whereas advisor? committees
are the first formal contact point, business and industry are the ultimate source of the world-of-
WOtk information that advisory committees transmit. Whereas advisory committees identify and
promote business/industry provision of update sources, actual bUSineSSOS and industries cooper-
ate by providing those sources. Hence, the responsibility of business and industry in the process
Of technological updating is to provide the benchmark against which secondary and postsecond-
ary teachers can measure their own currentness and then to make available to teachers the
sources of that currentness.

Professional and trade associations and tabor. The key to the function of these organizations
in the provision of vocational education lies in the constituencies that they serve. Each of them
serves an audience of interested partiesteachers, employers; or workers. Each has as its overall
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goal to promote the interests and better the condition of the members of its constituency. Each
functiOns as an advocate of its constituency by providing information to vocational educators that
will allow intelligent and sensible planning and implementation of secondary and postsecondary
vocational education programs. The function of these organizations in the process of technologi-
cal update parallels this basic function: to provide information needed (e.g.; state of the art; levels
of competence required in the workplace, sources of update; the quality of program graduates) for
teachers to V.1) realistically to acquire up-to-date knowledge and skills in the technologies of
their teaching areas.

Colleges and universities. Colleges and universities have a twofold function in the provision of
vocational education: teacher education and research and development support of educational
processes. They train the secondary teachers who provide much of vocational instruction; they
develop; test; and refine the techniques and methodologies that both secondary and postsecond-
ary teachers use in providing instruction. The same "brain trust" functions translate well into the
area of technological update. Colleges and universities have a responsibility to conduct the
research and development needed to support the methodologies of technological update. In addi-
tion, the responsibility of colleges and universities to provide instruction _carries over into techno-
logical updatethey have a responsibility to assist in assessing teache_rs' needs for updating and
in planning and conducting workshops, seminars, conferences, and other course work designed
for technological update.

State advisory committees. The function of the state advisory committees parallels at the state
level that of the local advisory committees at the local level. These committees act in general as a
communication link between the state boards of education and the business and industry of the
states. Their responsibility in the process of technol)gical update is to provide information on the
needs of business and industry (e.g., state; of the art, levels of competence required) and business
and industry resources that could help to meet those needs, to act as an advocate for vocational
education with business and industry, arid to recommend policies and priorities bearing on tech-
nological update to the state boards of education.

State divisions of vocational education; Within the state departments of education; the state
divisions of vocational education are responsible for implementing the policies adopted by the
state boards of education. Their role in implementation consists largely of leadership; identifica-
tion of resources and priorities; provision of inservice activities for teachers; and interpretation of
federal and state mandates for local program leaders. Given their statewide function, they can
broker information, putting local leaders in contact with one another and with other resource per-
sons: Finally; state divisions often act as advocates of the interests of vocational education_in the
state political arenas. Once again; these responsibilities translate neatly into a statement of the
function of the state divisions in the process of technological update:_ to provide leadership, iden-
tify resources and priorities; interpret mandates, and broker information to implement statewide
policy for technological update; to coordinate or to plan and conduct technological update pro-
grams and activities, and to act as advocates for update policy in the political arena.

State boards of education. The state boards of education (or in some states, the state boards
of vocational education) are the premier policy-setting agencies for vocational education. Their
main function is to determine, with appropriate advice and input from other interested parties and
agencies, policy and priorities to attain the goals of vocational education within their jurisdiction.
In addition, they often develop and advocate legislative proposals to support and implement those
goals. In the process of technological update, then, they would have responsibility for establishing
policy and priorities at the state level bearing on technological update and for working in the politi-
cal arena to support those policies.
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National Advisory Council on Vocational Education. This body is the national counterpart to
the state and local advisory committees. its function is the same applied at the national levelto
act as an information link between federal education personnel and the national business and
industry community and to act as an advocate for the interests of vocational education in the
national political arena. These same responsibilities transfer to the process of technological updat-
ing of teachers.

Office of Votatibhal and Ad Ult Education. This office sets and implements rules, regulations,
and guidelines based on federal legislation for vocational education at the national level. It collects
arid evaluates evidence upon which to base policy decisions, develops guidelines interpreting fed-
ei-al legislation, implements programs to carry out policy decisions, and acts as an advocate for
Vbc8tibt1810clUtatiOri in the legislative process. The office would function in the same manner in
the process of technological updateassembling information, establishing policy and programs.
and advocating legislative proposals to support technological updating at the national level.

Defining Specific Responsibilities

Any specific program being implemented to update vocational teachers must have the respon-
sibilities of agents more specifically defined. The basic explanation of functions and responsibili-
ties just presented serves only to introduce the roles to be played by the agents involved in the
process of technological update. Consequently, those planning or implementing a program of
technological update for secondary or postsecondary vocational teach-erg need to include, as a
part of their individual, specific strategy, a comprehensive definition of the specific responsibilities
of all agents involved in the process.

One such definition of agents' responsibilities is presented in table 1. This table outlines an
ideal allocation of responsibilities across the various agents involved in the process of technologi-
cal update. Specific statements aescribe the responsibilities of each agent in each of the tasks in
the overall process of technological update.

A brief examination of this outline of responsibilities will reveal that many of the statements
repreSented describe only the -task to be accomplished.without prescribing particular means to use
in so doing. The teacher, for example, is to "assess his/her own needs for update." This assess-
ment could be dOne in a number of different waysvery formally or relatively informally, by use of
a paper and pencil instrument or through conversation with current practitioners, and so on. The
important point, of course, is that a realistic needs assessment must occur. In our generic strategy,
how this is done matters relatively little; so long as the end result is that teachers have identified
Specific knowledge and skills that they need to gain.

An individual developing a specific strategy for use in updating a particular set of vocational
teachers, however, would very likely identify one or more specific means to be used in needs
assessment. Knowledge and skill inventories for the various occupational areas could be devel-
oped or obtained for teachers to use, for example. Thus, when defining specific responsibilities for
update; program planners and implementers would flesh out the generics of the outline presented
by the specific detail they have chosen for use in their individual situations.

Additional Agent Roles

In addition to the respcnsibilities described in table 1, different agents might play other roles
in the process of technological update. Colleges and universities, for example, do not have sole
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TABLE 1

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE AGENTS IN TECHNOLOGICAL UPDATE

Identify the Need Develop a Plan of dion Implement th e Plan of Action Evaluate the Implementation of the Plan

Teacher Assess his/her own needs for

update

Develop his/her on plan to

meet identified needs

Participate in the development

of a system wide plan

I Implement activities con-

tamed in his/her plan

Apply updated knowlede

and skills in the classroom

Establish criteria of quality and

content for evaluation

Evaluate results of his/her own

update activities

Participate in system-wide

evaluation

Supervisor Facilitate individual and

group teacher assessment

Maintain liaison with busi-

ness and industry to deter-

mine their needs

Articulate needs of indi-

viduol teachers and system-

wide needs expressed by

administrators

Demonstrate commitment to

technological update

Assist in the development of

individual and system-wide

plans

i Demonstrate commitment to

technological update

Ensure teacher and school

accountability for applica-

tion of update results

Demonstrate commitment to

technOlogical update

Facilitate indivdual and group

teacher evaluations

a Offer constructive criticism of

evaluation efforts

a Identify and support improvements

indicated by evaluation

Gather individual evaluation data

for communication to higher

administrators

Demonstrate commitment to tech

nological update

School

Administrator

0 Interpret and Communicate

school/system needs to those

below

Act as data resource on

technological update needs

Set priority for technological

update

Provide resource (time,

money, support staff) for

needs identification

Demonstrate commitment to

technological update

Provide leadership in

technological update

Ensure appropriate use of

adviwy committeeticountilt

Provide resources (time;

money, support staff) for

plan development

Demonstrate commitment to

technological update

Set priority for technological

update

Provide leadership in te-,:li-

nological update

Ensure appropriate use of

advisory committees/councils

Provide resources (time;

money, support staff) for

implementation

Demonstrate commitment

to technological update

Set priority for technological

update

Provide leadership in tech-

nological update

Ensure appropriate use of

advisory committees/councils

Provide resources (time, money,

support staff) for evaluation

Demonstrate commitment to tech-

nological update

Provide leadership in technological

update

Ensure appropriate use of advisory

committees/councils

Ensure accountability for

application of update results

Monitor evaluation process

methodology

Disseminate the results of

evaluation to appropriate parties

Set priority for technological

update
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Identify the Need Develop a Plan of Action Implement the Plan of Action Evaluate the Implementation of the "Ian

Local Board of

EdUcatiOn or

Board of

Trustees

Collect information from

Advisory committees, teach-

ers; supervisors; and

administrators on which to

base policy decisions

Establish Rica' policy for

technological update

Establish funding priorities

for technological update

Interpret and communicate

system needs to the

community

Review and approve proposals

for systemwide plan

Promote community cooper.

ation in plan development

Monitor plan implementation

to ensure quality and appro

priateness of actvities

Monitor application of

update results in prograrr

curricula

Monitor evaluation efforts to

ensure that evaluation is

appropriate and comprehensive

Ensure that evaluation results

are incorporated in subsequent

program planning

Advisory

Committee(s)

Identify and communicate

the state of the art to

_ educational personnel

Identify biiiineWindustry

needs for levels of compe.

tence

'oupply labor market

Information

Identify potential sources

and contacts for update

activities (sites; people)

Participate in advisory

capacity during plan

development

Promote business/industry

cooperation in providing

sources for update (sites;

people)

Participate in evaluation

efforts as appropriate

Make data-based recommends-

tions for program improvement

Assist in determining the

impact of update activities

Business &

Industry

Identify levels of employee

competence needed

Identify the state of tha

art

Supply labor market informa

don

Identify sources of tech.

nological update (sites,

people; equipment; money;

print/ audiovisual instruc

tional materials)

Provide evaluation criteria

Act as information resource

in plan development

.

Provide sources of update

(sites, equipment, instruc.

tors; supervision; money

print/audiovisual instruc

tional materials)

Provide information on the

qua lity of program graduates

Participate in formative and

summative evaluation as

appropriate

Apply evaluation criteria for

"reality check" (theory vs,

practice; currency; future

state of the art)

Provide information on train-

ing quility and methodology as

possible

Al Provide data on the impact of

update activities



TABLE 1Continued

Identify the Need Develop a Plan of Action Implement the Plan of Action Evaluate the Implementation of the Plan

Professional

& Trade

ko:iations

& Labor

Identify knowledge, skills,

and standards required for

needs identification

Identify levels of employee

competence needed

* Identify the state of the

art

Simply labor market

information

Promote the,development of

a plan of action

Identify sources of tech

nological update (sites;

peotile, equipment, money,

print/audiovisual instruc-

tional materials)

Provide evaluation criteria

Act vs information resource

in plan deveiopment

Provide sources of update

(sites, equipment, instruc.

tors, supervision, money,

print/audiovisual instruc-

tional materials)

* Provide update events

Provide information on the

quality of program graduates

Participate in formative and

summative evaluation as

appropriate

Apply evaluation criteria for

"realiui check" (theory vs

practice, currexy, future

state of the art)

Provide information on training

quality and methodology

ai Pi*ible

Provide data on the impact of

update activities

--,

Colleges &

Universities

I Develop methodology and

tools for needs identification

systems

ProVide research and develop.

ment services as appropriate

and possible

Provide assistance in needs

identification process as

appropriate

Conduct needs assessment

in response to demand

Provide assistance in plan

development all kinds) as

appropriate

Provide research and develop.

ment services as appropriate

and possible

Dissemiante information on

potential sources of tech-

nological update

Carry out update events as

appropriate

Develop or provide leader.

ship in developing tactic.

specific guidelines for

implementation and evalu-

ation

Conduct and synthesize

research and development

on imnlernentation as

requested

Provide leadership in evaluting

all phases of update programs

StateAdvisory

Committees

Act as communication link

with the state board

Recommend appropriate

policies and priorities

Identify and communicate

the state of the art to

state educational

personnel

Identify poter tial sources

and contacts for :iodate

activities rites, people)

Participate in advisory

capacity in plan development

Promote businesslindustry

cooperation in providing

sources for update (sites,

people)

Supportdegislative pro.

posals to implemnt

technological update

programs

I Participate in evaluation

elforts as appropriate

. Make data-based recommenda .

tiOtiS for program Improvement

I Assist in determining the

impact of update activities



TABLE 1 (continued)

Identify the Need Develop a Plan of Action Implement the Plan of Action Evaluate the .mplementation of the Plan

State Advisory

Committees

(continued

Identify business/inu'Ustry

needs for levels of

competence

Supply labor market
information

State Interpret federal and state Provide leadership in Co..tract for provision of Participate in evaluation to

Division of mandates impacting on staff developing statewide events and training ensure objectivity and

Vocational development strategic plan Attend events to monitor accountability

Education Identify priorities for
technological update
(program areas and

specialties)

Provide cosultant service

to others in plan development
Furnish information resources

for planning

quality of instruction, get
to know teachers and

experience their situation,
cooperate, interact, end act

Identify financial resources
available

Collect and disseminate
otherwise unavailable

evaluation results in

a nonprescriptive manner

in broad-based manner

Support legislative pro-
posals to implemet

technological update

Provide financial resources

for plan development as

appropriate

State Board of Collect information from Review; approve, and act Develop legislative pro- Review evaluation data and

Education State advisory committee,

state department/division,
and others on which to
base policy and priorities

, Establish policy and

priorities at state level

on state,Mde proposals

from state department/
division

posals to support and

implement technological

update (including the
provision of financial
resources, whether

available in existing
budgets or called for in

legislative proposals)

make informed decisions on

that basis



TABLE 1 (continued)

National
Advisory

Collect and present evidence on the national need for
technological update

Council on
Vocational

Recommend national policy and priorities to address
the need for technological update

Education Develop legislative proposals with categorical funding
provisions to 'mplement programs for technological
update.
Support legislative proposals with categorical funding
provisions to implement programs for technological update
Act in an advisory capacity in the planning, implementation,
and evaluation of national programs for technological update

Office of
Vocational Evaluate available evidence to determine national need for technological update

and Adult Establish national priorities to address the need for technological update

Educatibri Support legislative proposals with categorical funding provisions to implement
programs for technological update
Develop and implement rules, regulations, and guidelines to interpret federal
legislation impacting on technological update
Plan, implemert. and evaluate national programs for technological update
Evaluate the impact of national efforts in technological update



responsibility for providing activities that will update teachers' knowledge and skills: that responsi-
bility is shared with business and industry. However, many colleges and universities provide
extensive programs of such activities. This is a role that colleges and universities can legitimately
play, even though it is not their sole function.

For that matter, local leaders (e.g., school or district administrators) may wish to take action to
update their teachers while personnel at higher levels are still involved in planning and organizing
a more comprehensive program of technological update. In that case, local leaders might assume
some of the responsibilities of these other personnel on an ad hoc basisestablishing a local
policy to support an update program, for instance. By the same token, two or more local schools,
institutions, or districts might join forces to achieve essentially similiar goals in an update pro-
gram, exercising leadership beyond that required by a strict interpretation of their individual
responsibilities.
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4. CHARACTERISTIC: POLICY

The Need for a Policy

Like other endeavors in-vocational education, efforts to provide teachers with technological
update need to be backed by statements of policy. These statements form an essential part of any
Strategy for technological update, as they are the formal expression by a competent body of the
goals to be achieved and the procedures to be used to achieve them. A general policy stating goals
and procedures bet-cities the foundation on which agents at all levels base their own decisions,
priorities, and actions in the process of technological update.

Ideally, policy statements supporting technological updating of secondary and postsecondary
vocational teachers are developed and put in place at the local, state, and national levels; by lead-
ers at each of these three levels as they exercise their role of determining the overall jowls of voca-
tional education. Agents at each level need to formulate goals and procedures appropriate to their
spheres of responsibility in the process of technological update.

Desirable Qualities of a Policy

A policy statement for technological update; whether local; state. or national, should have SeV=
eral qualities. First; it should be clear in its presentation of both goals and procedureS. AlthbLigh
policy statements are by nature phrased in general terms, they should not be vague. Sinte the
goals and procedures presented in statements of policy form the basis for future detiSiOnS and
actions; the framework they outline must be lucid and comprehensible.

Second, policy statements should be realistic. Goals presented should be high but attainable.
The level of currentness that teachers are expected to maintain should not be impossible; it is
simply unfair to expect teachers to devote a full workweek to keeping up -to -date on top of their
regular teachirig dUties. On the other hand, efforts toward teacher currentness should be reason-
able; a two-day visit to local businesses or industries once a year is not likely to result in any real
improvement in currentness.

procedures outlined in policy should be_practical. Paperwork and administrative
approval for teacher activities should be reduced to a minimum; a variety of options for teacher
activities should be allowed, to accommodate individual variations in taste and learning style.
Procedures should also accurately reflect the specifics of the local situation. It is useless, for
example, for a technological update policy to describe a sabbatical leave as one procedure
whereby teachers can keep up-to-date when everyone involved knows full well that there hasn't
been money to send anyone on sabbatical leave for the past five years. In fact; a formal policy that
ignores the realities of the local situation invites the agents affected to ignore that policy.

Fourth; policy should be compelling, given the critical nature of teacher technolOgital cur-
rentness at both secondary and postsecondary levels. A brief and dry statement rehaShing tradi-
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tional notions of teachers' personal responsibilities toward their profession might be dignified but
is also i !ficient in the present situation: In the current state of teacher technological current-
ness, pc should sound a clarion call to all of the agents involved in the process of technological
update; it should state the seriousness of the situation and move those agents to fulfill their indi-
vidual responsibilities in response to this situation.

Areas Affected

The areas most affected by the need for a policy for technological update are teacher certifica-
tion and recertification and staff development. It is in these two areas that goals and procedures
for the preparation and continuing development of inservice vocational teachers are presented.
Thus, any specific program of technological update for teachers_ would need to be supported by
appropriate policy formulated by agents for certification, recertification, and staff development.

Greater attention should be paid to the currentness of teachers' technological knowledge and
skills in other policy areas as well. Recruitment, compensation, and retention of vocational
teachers currently place great emphasis on the pedagogical preparation and development of
teachers (National Research Council 1983). In the matter of compensation, for example; this
emphasis is apparent at a glance. Most local educational agencies use pay scales by which
leachers automatically receive a salary increase upon completion of a graduate degree or specific
number of graduate credit hours; such degrees and credit hours are most likely to be in pedagogi-
cal areas: furthermore, there is no comparable automatic increase for teachers who put an equiv-
alent amount of time and effort into updating their technological knowledge and skills.

This imbalance between the emphasis placed on pedagogical development and that placed on
technological development is perhaps most crucial in policies affecting teacher recertification and
professional development: Those teachers who have been teaching full-time and away from the
workplace for several years are often those who are most out of date. Their efforts to become and
remain up-to-date in their technology should be required, supported, and encouraged by recertifi-
cation and professional development policies. All too often, however, such policies emphasize and
reward pedagogical development at the expense of technological competence.

This imbalance between pedagogy and technology can appear in either the goals or the
procedures of a policy statement. When the goal statements concerning pedagogical development
take three or four times as many lines of type as those concerning technological development, the
re. der will naturally draw his or her own conclusions about the relative importance of each. The
same argument applies to statements of procedures: when several procedures are cited for peda-
gogical development and only one or none for technological development, a clear message about
the technological is implied. Or, for that matter, when procedures for pedagogical development
require time and effort than those for technological development, there is little likelihood that
the technological will receive equal attention.

All this is not to say that teachers' continuing pedagogical development should be ignored or
de-emphasizedfar from it. Pedagogy and technology are equally important elements in voca-
tional teaching. No teacher, however skilled or up-to-date in his or her technological area; can
offer effective instruction without knowledge and skills in pedagogy. By the same token, however,
it is incumbent on vocational educators to accord to teachers' technological expertise the same
value accorded to pedagogy:
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5. CHARACTERISTIC: RESOURCES

The next essential, generic characteristic of a strategy for technological update is that it must
provide the resources necessary to do the job. It is appropriate to'insert one warning at this point
for the purposes of this document, resources do not include those persons or situations that can
serve as the sources of up-to-date technological knowledge and skills. Those sources of update
(industry resource persons or sites, other teaching personnel, literature, and so on) are treated in a
later section of this document covering clejvery techniques.

Potential Resource Requirements

Given thiS definition, there are three resources that must be provided in a strategy for techno-
logical update: time, money, and access. Provision of each one plays a role ;r1 enabling secondary
and postsecondary vocational teachers to remain abreast of the changing technology of their
teaching areas.

Time

Whenever teachers participate in any activity to update their technological knowledge ar,d
skills: they need time to do so: In some cases, this time must be taken from their regular instruc-
tional duties: For example, an industry training workshop offered during regular business hours in
the middle of the academic year would require attending teachers to be away from their class
duties. A substitute teacher would be needed to assume the regular teachers' instructional duties.
Or, a personnel exchange between education and industry would involve time expenditure by a
teacher supervisor to advise and monitor the teaching of an industry person not trained as En
educator.

In addition, teachers need time to incorporate the results of their update activities into their
curriculum. Regardless of how this time is provided, it will be required to revise instructional plans,
activities, and materials to cover the new, updated knowledge and skills that the teacher has
acquired. Likewise, time will have to be spent by whoever is responsible for planning, carrying
out, or monitoring each of the four steps in an overall process of technological update.

Money

Another resource required in the process of updating teachers is money. Some of the .-.ost of
time discussed above will be monetarya substitute teacher will have to be paid for his/her time
and services: Time spent by clerical support staff for update purposes needs to be paid for as well.

In addition, many of the update activities in which teachers engage cost money In some cases
these are direct instructional fees (e.g., tuition for university or college courses, wo kshop and
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seminar fees). Other activities may involve indirect expenses that have to be borne: When teachers
attend an out-of-town conference, there are travel and lodging costs, for example:

Finally, the monetary cost of technological update is not limited tc the direct and indirect
expenses of teachers' attending activities: There can be expenses associated with assessing
teachers' needs, with incorporating the results of update into teachers' curricula; and so on.

Sources of Update

Finally, teachers, secondary or postsecondary, must have access to the sources of up-to-date
knowledge and skills in their own technologies. Access should be equalized as much as possible
for all teachers served in a given program for technological update. This has particular implica-
tions for two sources of .Jchnological update.

Business and Industry. Business and industry are probably the most likely sources of up-to-
date knowledge and skills for vocational teachers. Several of the delivery techniques commonly
used to keep teachers up-to-date involve business and industry (i.e., work experience internships,
industry observation and visits, statf exchange, and part-time employment) Consequently, the
relationship between vocational education and local businesses and industries becomes very
important.

The stronger and more positive this relationship is, the more likely ousiness and industry will
be to cooperate with vocational educators in an effort to keep teachers up-to-date. When local
business and industry personnel see and understand clearly the advantages to them of keeping
teachers up-to-date, they will be more likely to devote some of their time and money to the task.

Work experience internships illustrate the point well. With this technique; used by both second-
ary and postsecondary institutions, teachers return on a temporary basis to a business or industry
in their teaching technology and actually perform technical work. The length of time teachers
spend on this activity may vary; but they don't return to industry to become permanent employees.
If teachers are to derive any benefit from this experience, they need to occupy a legitimate posi-
tion; they need training for that position and supervision in it as well.

The business or industry to which teachers return must bear some short-term costs in this
process. Some supervisor's time must be spent training and supervising the teachertime that
must be taken away from the supervisor's other duties. Furthermore, the business or industry usu-
ally does r.ot gain an immediate advantage from this supervisor spending time training and orient-
ing the new employee. This new employee is going to leave fairly soon, so the business or industry
never gets the benefit of the full production capacity of this trained worker.

In the long run, of course, the business or industry does gain from this expenditure in the
sense that the updated teacher incorporates the new knowledge and skills into the curriculum and
trains students who are better prepared for the reality of the workplace. When the relationship
between vocational education is sincere and substantive, these long-term advantages are more
likely to be seen and understood. Hence, vocational educators at all levels need to look to their
relationships with business and industry to ensure that this source of technological update is
accessible.

Programs of workshops, conferences, and seminars. Another technique much used to update
teachers' knowledge and skills is formal workshops, conferences, or seminars. Often such pro-
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grams are sponsored at the nonlocal levela state department of education or a teacher education
institution might offer such a program for secondary or postsecondary teachers throughout an
entire state or region of a state.

In this kind of program, it is important to equalize access to events by offering them at conve-
nient times and different locations. It would hardly motivate teachers in the extreme south of a
state to attend events if they always had to drive two hundred miles to the same city in the north
for a workshop. It would be unfair to expect these teachers always to bear the brunt of traveling
this distance; the cost in time and money should be more evenly spread among all teachers served
by the program. Workshops should be offered at different site_ s throughout the entire geographical
area served by the program.

Provision of Resources

In our previous discussion of the roles and responsibilities of the agents involved in the
process of technological update, the responsibility for providing these resources was assigned
primarily to local boards of education and administrators and to state and federal department of
education personnel: It is equally realistic however, to expect teachers at both secondary and
postsecondary levels themselves to provide a fair share of two of these resourcestime and
money:

It would be neither reasonable nor realistic for all technological update activities to be con-
ducted on school time and at school expense. While teachers might justifiably ex-Ject some provi-
sion of released time from instructional duties in which they can participate in update activities,
they can justifiably be expected to furnish some of their own time as well. And in fact, many
teachers are ready and willing to use their own time for update activities.

Consequently, update pi ograms or events offered during nonteaching hours can give teachers
the opportunity to devote their own time to update. Events could be scheduled in late afternoon or
evening, on the weekends, or during holiday or summer vacations. Each update program planner
needs to be sensitive to the specifics of his/her own situation. If teachers in a given school, institu-
tion, or district feel overworkec, and time is critical, a better solution might be to provide released
time as much as possible and minimize events that occur during nonteaching time.

The same logic applies to paying the direct and indirect costs of update activities. It is per-
fectly reasonable for teachers to receive some assistance with the expenses of update activities; it
is also reasonable for them to bear some expenses themselves. P 11 agents involved in the process
of technological update have an obligation to their profession and all should share fairly and real-
istically in discharging that obligation:
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6. CHARACTERISTIC: INCENTIVES AND REWARDS

Any effort toward a goal is most likely to succeed when the agents involved are motivated to
act. This principle applies to the process of technological update: it applies most of all to teachers.
Although administrators, planners, polic makers, and others might provide resources; support;
methodology, and leadership, in the final analysis it is the secondary and postsecondary teachers
who must participate in the various activities that are designed to keep them abreast of technolog-
ical change.

Furthermore, teacher motivation is particularly important in the process of technological
update. Lack of motivation was one of the barriers most frequently reported in previous work
investigating the extent and level of need for technological update (Hamilton, Wonacott, and
Simandjuntak 1982; p. 45).

Hence, teachers' motivation to participate in all phases of the process of technological update
becomes crucial. For this reason, a further essential characteristic of a strategy for technological
update is that it must provide incentives and rewards to achieve and maintain teacher motivation
to update their technological knowledge and skills.

Intrinsic Incentives and Rewards

Intrinsic motivation is probably the most effective motivation. It arises from values held by
individuals and is based on their own backgrounds, training, and life experiences: Personal values
can become pov.erful forces, impelling the individual to action in one way or another. Of course;
when an individual's values are congruent with the values embodied in an institutional goala
goal relating to technological update, for examplethey can lend their motivating force to the
individual's striving toward attaining the institutional goal:

A program for technological update can tap into teachers' intrinsic personal values. These
values then become both incentives and rewards for participation in technological update activities
in and of themselves. Properly managed, these intrinsic factors can help motivate teachers to keep
up-to-date in their teaching technologies.

Professionalism

Most people, including secondary and postsecondary teachers, place a high value on perform-
ing well in their job. This means that most teachers place a high value on providing relevant, high-
quality, effective instruction that will prepare their students for the reality of the world of work.
This basic value, which we can call professionalism, naturally leads teachers to put time money,
and effort of their own into the job of teaching.

One part of this job, of course, is preparation. Many secondary teachers begin their profes-
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sional life with four years at a teacher education institution, acquiring pedagogical and technolog-
ical knowledge, skills, and certification. Others, especially at the postsecondary level, come to the
teaching profession directly from industry and may spend the first few years of their teaching
career carrying a double loadteaching a full-time schedule while at the same time receiving
pedagogical instruction as an inservice activity.

Most teachers recognize that their professional preparation is not complete when they are first
certified. They accept and work to fulfill their responsibility to continue this preparation by partici-
pating in inservice professional development activities: Consequently; most teachers are already
intrinsically motivated to fulfil( their responsibility to remain up-to-date in their technological area
as a part of this ongoing professional development.

Tapping into this existing intrinsic motivation does require one preliminary, however: teachers
must be aware of their own individual needs for updated knowledge and skills. It is not sufficient to
know of and acknowledge a vague obligation to "stay up-to-date." Individual teachers need to
know specifically that a new technological process is being used in the workplace, or that a new
computerized inventory control system is now widespread, or that some technological advance-
ment has occurred in their area. In other words, Lhe individual teacher must be able to see exactly
how his or her technological knowledge and skills are insufficient to operate in the reality of
today's workplace.

Fortunately, a sound plan of action for the process of technological update automatically gives
teachers the opportunity to become avare of their individual needs for updating. The first task in
the updating process described earlier is to identify the need for updating. Consequently, if the
process is based on reasonable and logical steps, the chance for this intrinsic incentive and reward
to affect the process should be built in.

Accomplishment

Likewise, most people value the sense of F complishment that they feel when they have done
something positive, important, or worthwhile: An important part of this sense of accomplishment
involves a sort of "cost/benefit" analysis of the thing that was done. If individuals have to put forth
great amounts of time and effort to do something that is of little or no perceived benefit_to them,
there may well be no sense of accomplishment at all. Instead, there would be a sense of wasted
time and effort; with no advantage gained.

This sense of accomplishment can also be harnessed to work tor the purpose of technological
update. Given the sense of professionalism that most secondary and poStseCondary teachers feel,
they will feel a sense of accomplishment_when they have taken a step toward their own personal
update goals. As they participate in and finish activities designed to give them up-to-date knowl-
edge and skills, they will naturally consider that they have accomplished somethingsomething
that was of great and direct benefit to them, that did not require an inordinate amount of effort,
and that helped to make them the better teacher that they want to be.

This sense of accomplishment does depend, of course, on the "cost/benefit" analysis referred
to previously. The sense of accomplishment will be small (or nonexistent) if teachers sense that
the activity just completed didn't help them, or if it required too much effort for the benefit
received. In other words, if teachers have to sit through a workshop that is irrelevant to their own
update needs, they will feel that they have accomplished little. Or if they have to wade through a
sea of red tape, engage in endless rounds of bureaucratic legerdemain, or spend hours in adminis-
trivia, they are likely to view the end result as not worth the effort it took.
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The implications for a program of technological update are clear: the program must make it
relatively easy for teachers to participate in update activities and those activities must be relevant.
If these two conditions are met; then the program will derive the benefit of thiS strong intrinsic
motivator among its teachers.

Extrinsic Incentives and Rewards

A program developed to update secondary or postsecondary teachers' technological knowl-
edge and skills should also provide extrinsic incentives and rewards for participating teachers.
Even teachers who have strong intrinsic motivation will detiVe benefits from adding the extrinsic:
(Some teachers. of course, wilt not have high levels of intrinsic motivation to begin with:)

The types of extririkic incentives and rewards used to motivate teachers toward high-quality
professional performance are familiar to most educators. Salary, professional recognition;
credentialingthese and other motivators are commonly used in vocational education. These moti-
vators can be specifically linked to teachers' technological currentness and their efforts to main-
tain that currentness. Merit pay systems, for example, could easily incorporate pay increases for
teachers' participation in technological update activities: Credentialing could be made to depend
more on teachers' technological currentness. Undergraduate or graduate credit could be granted
by teacher education institutions for teachers' occupational experience in industry. High teacher
morale can be generated by professional recognition of outstanding performance. The proVision of
released time for participation in update activities can be a powerful motivator forteachers as well
Other motivators can be used to encourage teacher participation in the process of technblogical
update as appropriate to the individual situation. Although motivation theory stresses the king-
term advantages of positive motivation; the important consideration is not Se much flow teachers
are motivated but that they are motivated.

All too often in the past; policy and practice have not motivated teatherS to stay up-to-date
with the technology of their fields. The critical nature of teacherS' need ter technological update is
relatively new; therefore it is not widely reflected in the incentive and rewards systems used in
vocational education. Staff development policies, for instance, are all too likely tc describe a
vague, general commitment to the concept of teachers' keeping abreast of their technologies yei
fail to give teachers any real reason to act on this commitment.

The means for extrinsic motivation are at hand and already used to some effect in other areas
of vocational education. It is essential that policy makers, program planners; and professional
development leaders use these well-established means for the purpose of technological update.

Professional Development Credit Systems

One of the most common means of motivating personnel and promoting vocational teacher
inservice activities is a system of professional development credits. In such a system, teachers are
Usually required to earn a certain number of credits in a specified time period; the time period is
Commonly one two or three years. The credit value of different kinds of activities is determined
advance (e.g., an eight-hour workshop might be worth one credit and college course work two
credits per semester hour of college credit). Also the total number of credits allowed for given
kinds of activities is specified (e.g., teachers are required to earn twelve credits per year with no
more than four of those credits coming from workshops). Such professional development credit
systems are &so used in other professions, of which two examples follow:
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As a requirement for relicensure, dentists in the state of Kentucky must earn ten points in
continuing education activities annually. A schedule of approved continuing education
activities is provided with the numbe7 of continuing education points assigned to each.
Dentists record their activities and their point value on a form provided by the state board
of dentistry for this purpose (see appendix B).

The Ohio Dental Association sponsors a voluntary continring education program for
dentists in the state of Ohio. A certificate in continuing education is offered to all dentists
in Ohio who complete 105 hours of dental continuing education activities within a period
of three consecutive years. Two categories of activiYies ("Required" and "Elective") have
been established for certification, with credit-hour values assigned to different kinds of
activities in each category. A maximum of ten credit hours is allowed annually from the
elective category; a minimum of twenty-five credit hours required annually from the
required category (although tho en'ire annual total of thirty-five hours can come from
required activities). A certificate of achievement is awarded to each dentist upon comple-
tion of each three-year program. (The approved listing of required and elective activities
and their credit-hour values appears in appendix C.)

Restructured Graduate Programs

Another mechanism that would effectively motivate vocational teachers would be restructured
graduate programs: Some vocational educators feel that thin would be the most effective approach
of all; since many states require that teachers obtain a master's degree or a specified number of
graduate credits after a specified number of years in teaching. be master's program could be
modified to include courses in technological content, which wou?d provide the oppertunity for
teachers to acquire up-to-date knowledge and skills in their individual areas. This in:lusion of
technological content wou;:-.7 lelp to achieye the more productive balance oetween p ,dagogy and
technology described earlier as being desirable for secondary and postsecondary vocational
teachers.
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7. CHARACTERISTIC: HIGH-POTENTIAL TECHNIQUES

Instruction provided in a program of technological update can be accomplished through vari-
ous delivery techniques. Thc''.e most appropriate for this type of program and most commonly
used are work experience internships: university and college course work; workshops, confer-
ences, and seminars; industry observation; education and industry staff exchange; and part-time
employment. The examples below demonstrate one way in which each technique has been used
for technological update:

Workshops, conferences, and seminarsThe College of Agriculture of The Ohio State
University has offered a summer program, "Technical Update of Teachers of Vocational
Agriculture," since 1980. Each year, the program consists of between fifty and sixty indi-
vidual workshops. From 50 tc.: 60 percent of the high school vocational agriculture
teachers in the state register for the program each year.

University and college course workThe Merl'...oii-Thiensville School District in the city of
Mequon and the village of Thiensville, Wisconsm, encourages vomional teachers to earn
staff development credits by taking university and college course work. Instructors are
required to earn four staff development credits every two years with at least one earreu
per year: teachers receive one credit for each semester credit of course work taken.
Teachers are not reimbursed for tuition or other expenses involved.

Workshops; conferences; and .seminars The College of Agriculture and Home Econom-
ics of The Ohio State University has offered a summer program, "Technical Update of
Teachers of Vocational Agriculture;" since 1980: Each year the program consists of
between fifty and sixty individual workshops: From 50 to 60 percent of the high school
vocational agriculture teachers in the state register for the program each year:

Industry observationThe state of Connecticut offers a program for school .;ou;iselors,
conjunction with two universities in the state; in which counselors spend 120 hours durii)g
six weeks in the summer observing and participating in the activit:e.s of a host site in bust
ness and industry. Participating counselors receive a mode-.t stipend from the state ano
are allowed some expenses during the period. Then, counse:ors Lake a seminar rit one of
the two universities, in which they plan and carry out a protect for students in their school
using the information they have gained in this exposure to the world of work.

Education and industry staff exchangeOrangeburg-Calhoun Technical College in
Orangeburg, South Carolina, operates a personnel exchange program Wth_local indus-
tries. An instructor of the college takes the place of an industrial worker, actually perform-
ing the work of that person; while the industrial worker assumes the teaching duties of the
instructor: Length of the exchange has varied from two to eight weeks. A total of five
exchanges have taken place since the program began in 1979.
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Part-time employmentThe state of Utah implemented a new program in the summer of
1982 for business and office education teachers, placing them in summer employment at
business and industry sites. Although placed in their summer positions by a resource per-
son at Utah Technical College as designated by the state Office of Education, teachers
receive standard pay from host employers for their work and are supervised by regular
employees of their host sites.

Although these techniques are those most likely to be chosen for use in a program for technologi-
cal update, program planners must decide which to use and for which purposes. A fuller descrip-
tion and analysis of the characteristics, advantages, disadvantages, barriers, ;:-,nd facilitators of the
techniques can be found in Wonacott and Hamilton (1983).

;Criteria for Choosing Techniques

Techniques to be used in a predetermined program for technological update should be
chosen according to a set of criteria: These criteria involve the adaptability, acceptability, effec-
tiveness; and efficiency of the techniques under consideration.

Adaptability

First, the techniques to be used should be adaptable to a wide range of occupational technol-
ogies. This is especially important in programs planned and implemented at the nonlocal level
(e.g., a state or regional program of update activities) or in programs offered by a single school,
institution, or district and intended to serve teachers in all occupational areas. Part-time employ-
ment canrot be chosen as the sole technique for update when the employment market in one or
more occupational areas is so tight that teachers are not able to find part-time jobs. By the same
token, staff exchanges between business or industry and education will not be appropriate for
teachers in program areas that have traditionally had poor working relationships with their local
businesses and industries.

Likewise, techniques should be adaptable to a wide variety of administrative settings, again
especially in programs serving teachers from diverse schools, institutions, or districts. A regional
program serving a particular area of a state, for example, would probably include teachers from
comprehensive high schools, area vocational/technical schools, career centers, skill centers, and
possibly postsecondary institutions, both public and proprietary: Teachers from these various
institutions would be acting according to the policies and practices of their various administrations
and boards. Choice of techniques for a wide audience of teachers must take this into account:

Acceptability

A second important criterion is that a technique used for technological update must be accept-
able to the actors involved. Work experience internships, in which teachers return to work in an
actual practitioners position in their technology, can serve as an example. While this might be an
effective, efficient, and adaptable technique for update, it must be acceptable to the local busi-
nesses and industries; obviously, they must be willing to place teachers in practitioner positions.
Furthermore, this must be acceptable to school administrators. Unless internships take place dur-
ing summer months or evening hours, teachers may need released time and substitute teachers,
both of which cost money. On the other hand, internships during summer months or evening
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hours must be acceptable to teachers; if teachers are not willing and able to devote their own time
to participating in this activity; the results will be disappOinting.

Acceptability of a technique may vary from one service area to another. Part-time employment
is a widespread practice in many trade and industrial programs, for example: It is quite uncommon
in agricultural programs, however, because many teachers are employed on twelve-month
contracts.

Effectiveness

Third, a technique used in a program for technological update must be effectiveit must allOW
teachers to actually develop the specific knowledge or skills they need. Some of the common
techniques for tethhOlOgitalUpdate(i.e., university and college course work; workshops, cbrifet-
ences, and seminars; and industry observation and visits) are most effective in delivering updated
knowledge in teatherS' technologies. Others (i:e.; wr rk experience internships, educatibn and
indUStry staff 0X-change, and part-time employment) are effective in updating not Only knowledge
but alSo_Skillt. Choice of technique often rests in part on whether it is knowledge or SkillS that
need to be updated.

On the other hand, the effectiveness of a given technique may vary. Skills can be effectively
develdped in college and university courses, depending on the quality of the facilities, faculty, and
program. Workshops can also allow skill development if they provide equipment on which teachers
Can practice and reasonable time for practice.

Efficiency

Finally; a technological update technique Should be efficientit should require a reasonable
commitment of resources and time per teacher updated. One example would b.c. work experience
internships. This technique can be very effective in delivering both knowledge and skills to
teachers; however, it is not a very efficient technique for updating knowledge. Teachers need to be
placed in practitioner positions in a business or industry; which requires business or industry
cooperation. Time haS to be provided for the activity whether released time (and substitUie
teachers) or teaeherS' own evening or vacation time All_these resources have to be expended for
work experience internship when the same amount of up -to -date knowledge might be obtained in

a single two-day WOrkShbp. On the other hand; internships may be very efficient when teachers

need skill Updating or knowledge and skill updating.

The same argument sometimes applies to the efficiency of university and college course work

or_ woekghops, conferences; and seminars in skill development. Either of theSe techniques can be
efficient, depending on the nature of facilities, faculty, and program.

In considering the efficiency of a technique for technological update, it is important to
remember that a "reasonable commitment of resources" is not limited only to resources at the dis-
posal of the implementing school; institution, or district. As discussed previously; secondary and
postsecondary teachers can also be expected to devote some of their own resources to technolog-
ical update: It is not reasonable, however, to choose a technique because it saves the school or
institution time and money and makes teachers provide their own. For example; part-time
employment can be very economical from an administrator's point of viewteachers go out and
find part-time jobs to work on their own time. The administrator doesn't have to provide releaSed
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time or pay substitute teachers or reimburse workshop fees; but teachers have to devote a good
part of their own free time, which makes this technique less efficient from their point of view. A
program that relies exclusively on part-time employment ordinarily will not be efficient (or well
received, for that matter):

Applying Criteria to Local Situations

A generalized rating of the six delivery techniques discussed in this section according to indi-
vidual criteria of adaptability; acceptability; effectiveness, and efficiency is presented in table 2.
This set of generic ratings may not; however; apply to every local situation. For example, work-
shops, conferences, and seminars are rated as acceptable to the actors involved in the process of
technolOgical update. It is possible that the specific actors in any given local situation do not find
workshops, conferences, and seminars acceptable in spite of the fact that most other people do.

This dislike of the technique could arise for numerous reasons. Perhaps workshops have been
overused in a particular situation and teachers are simply tired of them. Perhaps a series of work-
shops given recently was of poor quality, leaving participants with a negative impression of work-
shops in general. For these or other reasons, the technique could be viewed negatively by local
actors.

Other factors can change as well. Although workshops are generally not considered as effec-
tive in skill development as in knowledge development, this is not a hard-and-fast rule. Some
industry-sponsored workshops come complete with actual equipment and machinery on which
teachers are given the opportunity to develop hands-on skill as well as knowledge. And even
though workshops are usually considered efficient because many teachers can attend and profit
from them, this could be subject to local conditions as well. It can be very expensive to bring in a
professional workshop team from a great distance to serve a small number of teachers.

All in ail, those planning and implementing a program of technological updating :would need
to review techniques under consideration and verify that they meet applicable criteria in light of
the local situation. The ratings presented in table 2 can be taken as a starting point, but the spe-
cifics of the local situation must always oe considered in determining the potential of a given
technique.
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. The technique can be applied
across a wide range of occu-
pations

Use of the technique is widely
accepted by key actors (i.e,
business/industry/ labor,
teachers, school administra-
tors, teacher educators, stat
department personnel)

The technique is effective in
meeting teachers' needs for
knowledge update

The technique is effective in
meeting teachers' needs for
skill update

. The technique is efficient (i.e.,
requires a reasonable commit-
ment of resources per teacher
updated) in meeting teachers'
needs for knowledge update

. The technique is efficient (i.e.,
requires a reasonable commit-
ment of resources per teacher
updated) in meeting teachers'
reeds for skill update

TABLE 2
DELIVERY TECHNIQUE RATINGS

Woek
Experience

University
_& College

Workshops,
Conferences,

Industry
Observation

Education
& Industry Part-Time

Internships Course Work & Seminars & Vic:Its Staff Exchange Employment

YeS YeS Yes Yes Yes Yes

No Yes Yes Yes No Possibly

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Possibly Possibly No Yes Yes

No Yes Yes YeS No No

Yes Possibly Possibly No Yes Yes

. The techniqre is adaptable to Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
use in a wide variety of admin-
istrative settings
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3. CHARACTERISTIC: ALTERNATIVE TECHNIQUE CONFIGURATIONS

No two teacher technological update settings will be the same. Some settings will be quite
similar regarding the nature of the occupational programs conducted and the related needs for
technological update on the parts of the vocational/technical teachers teaching in those programs._
The settings in which teacher update needs to occur may be very dissimilar in terms of the types_of
opportunities that exist for implementing various update techniques and the resources required for
doing so. These factors will necessarily influence the efficiency with whicn teachers can be
updated. The number of teachers in need of updatirg is a major factor that must be reckoned with
in decisions regarding the technique or techniques to be used in providing teacher update. The
nature of the new technology, in terms of the amount of related new knowledge required con-
trasted with required skill development, must also be considered.

In selection of techniques for teacher updating it is well to note that four functions should be
provided by the update program:

Vocational/technical teachers need to be made aware of the new technology:

2. Teachers need to gain the requisite knowledge associated with the new technology.

3. leachers need to develop skill in performing the specific tasks of the occupation that
incorporate the new technology.

4. Teachers need to revise curricula and develop instruction to incorporate the new technol-
ogy into the training program.

In most instances the teacher will likely become aware of the new technology through contacts
with advisory committee members; contacts with business, industry, or labor representatives in the
course of carrying out the instructional program; or through readings of professional publications.
Often, within occupational areas, portions of annual state teachers' conferences are devoted to
increasing the awareness of teachers regarding new developments within the occupational area.

In planning for teacher technological updating some analysis of the new technology is neces-
sary in order to make appropriate seiection of specific update techniques. The choice of technique
for providing the required new knowledge and skills to teachers should include several major con-
siderations: (1) the amount of new information needed, (2) the complexity of the occupational
tasks and the amount of skill practice needed to master and teach the new skills; (3) the numbers
of teachers to be updated; and (4) the accessibility of the teachers to the sources of update (e.g.. a
college course).

Figure 1 presents a model of the sequential steps in the selection of alternative approaches to
be employed in the update program. Table 3 describes the effectiveness of the six high-potential
'echniques for both knowledge and skill development. (The reader may wish to refer to table 3
through the discussion immediately following.)
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Identification of new technology
in the occupation

Analysis of new technology update needed
(knowledge and skill to be developed)

Identification of content variables
(number of teachers and

availability of update resources)

Selection of update technique
or combination of techrOques

Planning; conduct; and evaluation
of update activities

Figure 1. Model for selection of alternative technique configurations for teacher technological
update.
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TABLE 3

RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF TEACHER TECHNOLOGICAL
UPDATE TECHNIQUES IN DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHER KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL

Update Technique Knowledge New Skill

Industry ObSerVatiati and visits some information; increased very limited and ineffective
awareness

-Workshops. Conferences. and Seminars moderate amounts of information,
depending upon length

'relatively simple skills not requiring
extensive practice

University and College Course Work ""large amounts of information can be
obtained

'some skill development can be
included, depending upon nature 01
tasks and equipment availability

Part:time Employment *some information can be obtained:
depending upon resourcefulness of
teacher

*substantial skill development if with
state-of-the-art firm

Work Experience Internship ***substantial information if carefully " "extensive skill development if a
planned and pursued pl;.--ied sequence of experiences

Education/Industry Staff Exchange substantial irformation if carefully sObStantial skill development if with
planned and pursued State-Of-the-art firm

KEY: The asterisks rate effectiveness as follows:

---- Marginal effectiveness = substantial effectiveness
'= moderate effectiveness = very high effectiveness



As an example of how an alternative teacher update technique might be appropriately used,
consider the need for updating office occupations teachers within a state to teach microprocessor
word processing. In examining the new technology, we find that basic information regarding docu-
ment formatting is unchanged and basic keyboard skills are still required. New knowledge must be
acquired, however, regarding the care and use of magnetic disks, display units and their manipula-
tion, and the operation and care of the printer. Much of the learning of the function,-, of the word
processor lends itself to hands-on learning with the presentation of new information and the
imirlediate trial and applicatio-. with a word processor. We determine that the presentation and
practice of the basic functions of word processors can be accomplished in three days. ..;averal dif-
ferent brands of word processors will be found in use among businesses in the state. They all have
the basic component of the microprocessor with keyboards, display unit, and printer. It takes sev-
eral days practice on a specific type of processor, however, in order to become proficient in its
use.

Examination of the content variables reveals 120 teachers in need of updating to teach basic
word processing skills. These teachers are distributed rather evenly through the state according to
population concentration. A few secondary office occupations programs are now teaching word
processing and several community colleges are offering word processing as a course. Of the new
office occupations teachers trained within the state, approximately one-half are prepared to teach
word processing: Office machine suppliers have indicated an interest in making word processing
equipment available for short-term teacher training.

A series of six area workshops of three days duration is planned for the summer months:
Workshops will be designed for twenty teachers each, with one word processor to be provided for
each two teachers. Local schools and community colleges will be used as training sites. Word pro-
cessors will be loaned by a supplier for the three days with a technician on call. Teaching materials
will be introduced as a part of the workshop, as well as a series of practice exercises to be carried
out by the teacher in developing skill in using the word processing eqipment of their own school.

A fee reimbursement plan will then be provided to allow new teacherswithout word process-
ing skills to enroll in a community college word processing night course or other word processing
training available.

As another example. consider the community college that has determined that computer-
aided drafting (CAD) needs to be added to the training program for drafters. There are three draft-
ing instructors in the program, each of whom will need to teach students to operate a CAD system,
execute drawing assignments, execute/change detailed drawings, and compose drawing.

To teach this new technology, the instructors will need considerable new knowledge, as well
as extensive opportunities for hands-on experience in use of equipment and time for instructional
development: Since there are no statewide or area plans for drafting teacher update in this area. it
is up to the community college and these instructors to plan and arrange for their update;

A sequence of update activities is planned to update these instructors: First; arrangements are
made for each of the instructors to participate in a one-week vendor-sponsored training program.
A semester-long rotating work experience internship for the instructors is arranged with a major
local employer of program graduates. One computer-aided drafter position is mace available in
order that each of the three instructors can fill the position every third week, with the other two
instructors covering a reduced schedule of courses. The following semester, a portion of each
instructor's work load is scheduled for instructional deve!opment, with instruction in computer-
aided drafting initiated the third semester.
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Cc nsider, further, the example of the universi'y vocational teacher education department that
has traditionally cooperated closely with the state division of vocational education in meeting
teacher inservice training needs. The state supervisory staff fcii' agricultural education, in coopera-
tion with the university department of agricultural education, has tbhdUcted the annual teacher
needS assessment. Teachers report that many of their vocational agriculture students want to use
their home microcomputers to keep and analyze their farm picidUCtiOn records. Most vocational
agriculture teachers, although trained to teact;farm record keeping, have not been trained to use
microcomputers to keep and analyze records. Newly certified teachers are now required to have
completed the farm records course and basc computing course as part of their agricultural eco-
nomics requirements.

A!though thirty teachers have identified this need at the time, the widespread application of
computers in production agriculture in record keeping and analysis and in management decision
making indicates that this update should soon be accompi;-Thed by all two hundred production
agriculture teachers in the state. In preliminary planning by he university departments of agricul-
tural education and agricultural economics, it is determined that one full week of training in com-
puter technology, including hands-on training with a sample set of user-friendly, computer-
friendly farm records, would develop sufficient teacher skill and confidence to initiate instruction
with their classes.

An initial one-week summer short-course is cooperatively developed and promoted with the
teachers who have identified this need. Further, graduate credit is made available to those !9achers
who wish to meet application and fee requirements. A demonstration of microcomputer applica-
tion in keeping and analyzing student project records is presented at the annual teacher confer-
ence and vocational agriculture teachers association merging. The short-course is scheduled.on a
regional basis throughout the state fOr the fblIbiking summer. Housing is provided by the state divi-
Sibh of vocational education, instruction by the two university departments, and meals and travel
expenses by the local school districts. The required agricultural economics course on basic com-
puting is revised to include, as one project, the sample set of farm records to be kept and anals,1ed
on home microcomputers.
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9. CHARACTERISTIC: INCORPORATION OF UPDATE IN PROGRAMS

As previously discussed, the entire process of technological update becomes meaningless if
the results of the process are not incorporated into the programs in which the teachers are teach-
ing. Staying up -to -date in their technclogical areas is simply one of the means by which secondary
and postsecondary teachers can attain the goal o providing relevant ar,d effective instruction to
prepare theft students for the world of work. In this sense, technological currentness is not suffi-
cient to guarantee that instruction is appropriate, but it is certain.; necessary.

Program Areas Affected

The up-to-date knowledge and skills that teachers acquire in update activities should be
reflected in three different areas of their programs: They should first be incorporated into the pr...)-
gran-, curricula. This incorporation leads to a need ror insti:ictional activities and materials
designed to present the new klowledge and skills: Finally, new tools; equipment; or machinery
may need to be added to the vocational laboratory to allow teacner demonstration and student
hands-on practice.

Program Curricula

New skills and prerequisite knowledge may need to be added to program curricula. The deci-
sion to include these does depend, of course, on the competency levels required by potential
employers of program graduates. Teachers may acquire state -of- the -art knowledge and skills in
their update activities that employers do not require of beginning employees: this reflects the fre-
quent and justifiable desire of teachers to function at the "cutting edge" of their technologies.
Indeed, it may even be appropriate to include information on such "cutting edge" developments in
the program curricula, in spite of the fact that accompanying skill instruction for students is not
included because employers do not require it.

In most cases, however; both secondary and postsecondary teachers will concentrate the
efforts on acquiring knowledge and skills that will be required of their students in the workplace
and should therefore be included in program curricula: Skill statements may need to be provision-
ally added to skill of competency profiles: Student performance objectives to cover both skills an-:
prerequisite knowledge should be added to curricula as well Whatever the form of the original
curriculum and hence, additions to it; care should be exercised that inclusions appear in an
appropriate sequence.

Additions to program curricula may also result in deletions. If new occupational skills and pre-
requisite knowledge render existing portions of curricula obsolete, such portions should be
deleted from the revised curricula. In most cases, however, additions will supplement rather than
replace existing knowledge and skills in program curricula.
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Instructional Activities and Materials

Next, instructional activities and materials need to be developed to cover knowledge and skills
added to program curricula. A logical sequence of information act iities,_practice activities, and
feed hack will be needed to enable students to attain each of the new performance objectives.
Whether programs are operated using a conventional or competency-based approach, appropriate
instructional plans should be developed for added objectives (e.g., lesson plans, learning activity
packages, and so on). Finally, print and nonprint instructional materials will be required as speci-
fied in instructional plans.

The print and nonprint instructional materials needed for new student performance objectives
can be acquired in two ways. Teachers can develop their own materials specifically suited for the
content and activities that they have identified; many teachers prefer to develop :heir ow.i instruc-
tional materials whenever possible: Or materials may be obtained from other sources, including
commercial publishers: Instructional materials are often available from the business and indos! "
sources that provide update activities: Sometimes the instructional materials that teachers use
themselves in update activities (e.g.; workshop handouts; manufacturers' manuals; operation
sheets, and so on) are appropriate for secondary or postsecondary student use in planned
activities.

In fast, many technological update activities often include the opportunity for teachers to
update their curricula and teaching materials as part of the activity itself. In a two-day workshop,
for example, the last half of the second day might be devoted to planning and beginning work on
instructional activities and materials for secondary or postsecondary student use Furthermore.
many programs of update activities require, as part of the program activities, that teachers identify
changes in curricula and instrutional materials resulting from updated knowledge and skills and
furnish proof that they have made those changes

Tools, Equipment, and Machinery

The inclusion of new technological skills in program curricula may requireor depend or :
the availability of tools, equipment, and machinery. When employers want beginning workers to be
skilled in operating a particular piece of equipment, students will need to have that equipment
available to practice on.

Resources Required for incorporation

The task of incorporating update results in secondary or postsecondary program curricula
requires the same basic resources as he rest of the processtime, money, and administrative
support. Identifying changes to be made in curricula, planning appropriate instructional activities,
and developing instructional materials take time on the part of teachers and clerical support per-
sonnel. Acquiring commercially oublished instructional materials or new tools, equipment, and
machinery will cost mor oy. That much is obvious.

What may not be so obvious, however, is one possible source of cost-free instructional mate-
rials or equipmentlocal businesses and industries. Instructional materials, as mentioned pre-
viously, are often available from the providers of update activities or from product manufacturers;
some update program planners, in fact, plan activities that include such instructional materials as
much as possible. Program planners should also keep this possible source in mind as they set out
to acquire equipment to meet new program needs.
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Likewise. corny businesses and industries are mere -than willing to donate tools, equipment. nr
machinery to vocational schools Such equipment may be surplus to the firm's present needs:
firms can usually get tax write -offs for a c ovation this kind. Most important, however, is the
long-range benefit that a firm would receive by donating tools, equipment, or machinery: with
theSe items available, students would then be able to develop the specific technological Skills that
the firm would like its beginning employees to have. Vocational educators shoiild always keep in
mind these advantages to business and industry of donating equipment and should be ready to
point out the advantages to local businesspersons who may not be aware of them themselves.

't Will not always be possible: however. to obtain do-ated equipment from local businesses
and industries: Consequently: vocational teachers and administrators will often need to plan far
acquisition of equipment through regular institutional procetures: The need for the equipment
must be justified and its cost included in the school's or institution's budget: The purchase of
expensive equipment may be difficult in these days of tight educational budgets: It must be
remembered: however; that the ultimate success of technological update progams depends on the
incorporation of their results into program curriculawhich often cannot happen without the
acquisition of new equipment.
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10. CHARACTERISTIC: CONTINUING AND SELF-RENEWING ACTIVITIES

The final essential characteristic of an effective strategy for technological update is that he
pr,,cess must be continuous and self-renewing. The continuing and self-sustaining nature of the
upJa'e effort is what will bring teachers abreast of the technologies of their teaching areas now
and keep them there in the future. Th.:- days of slow-paced change and casual attitudes and efforts
toward r.-,aintaining technological currentness are no more.

Factors previously discussed in this document point to the need for continuing and self-
renewing activities to keep teachers up-to-date Trie rate at which technological change is occur-
ring and the rate at which it is likely to occur in the future is greater than ever in our history; the
faster change occurs in the technology o' the workplace, the more likely it is that teachers are or
Will be out of step with that change, since they no longer participate in the day-to-day functioning
of the workplace.

Furthermore. the more stable the population of vocational teacher becomes, the longer those
teachers will, on the average, have been away from the day-to-day functioning of the workplace:
As the average tenure of vocational teachers increases, so increases the likelihood that teachers
do not possess the knowledge and skills characteristic of the state-of-the-art in their individual
technologies: Hence: the need also increases for programs of activities designed to give teachers
the specific knowledge and skills they need to prepare their students for the technologies they will
encounter when they leave vocational programs and enter the world of work.

Finally; the very process of technological update leads implicitly to the continuous and self-
renewing nature of efforts toward it. Any sensible approach to program implementation requires
that the planning. execution; and results of the program be evaluated to determine its effectiveness
and identify possible future improvements. Such an evaluation can serve only one purpose: to
ensure that future programs benefit from the lessons learned in past efforts. This cycle of evalua-
tion and implementation is based on the reality of the continuing need for program activitiesin
this case, technological update program activities.
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11. IMPLEMENTING TECHNOLDGICAL UPDATE
AT TFE STATEWIDE LEVEL

State Leadership Technolo!..!ical Update

Given the realities ci vocational education in our society today, the most effective level at
whico to organize and implement a program 'or technological update is the state level. In earn of
the fifty states; ari .7nministrative supe:.struoture already e.tists for the regulation, coordination, and
promotion of vocational education: State-level ngenciPE such as the state ooards of education,
state divisions of vocational education; and state teacher certification agencies have spheres of
responsibility and solirces of funding that are legally estabiiseied; furthermore, such agencies
generally exercise a leaci6;ship that is sanctiored by tradition: Thus, an effort to implement tech-
nological update programs a' the statewide level will enjoy the benefit of established lines of
authority and communication among all the agents involved:

In addition, implementation of technological update programs at the statewide level can
maximize economy of scale. In a given state, there will likely be a large enougt, population of voca-
tional teachers in all programs and occupational areas for cost-effective use of resources. An indi-
vidual school or district might have only one or two agricultural mechanics teachers, for example,
for whom that school or district would have to provide or arrange for relatively expensive individ-
ual activities. There would be a inuch larger number of agricultural mechanics teachers across the
entire state, however; a program implemented for these teachers at the state level would be less
expensive per teacher updated. On 'ne other hand, the individual state is generally not so large
that the numbers of teachers to be served or the distance required for travel become
unmanageable.

Statewide implementation is also likely to have advantages in the funding of technological
update programs: Individual schools. districts, and institutions most often simply do not have the
funds available t finance comprehensive; effective programs to update their teachers. Tight
budgets for local education agencies are a commonplace in today's economy. The state itself is
often a more appropriate source of funding for such programs; in fact, state funding for profes-
sional development efforts is an established fact in education today: In addition; the state educa-
tion agencies are best situated to act as a link with federal education agenciesinterpreting guide-
lines, channeling federal funds into local efforts; and promoting state interest in the federal politi-
cal arena.

It is vital, however, that implementation at the statewide level not destroy the flexibility of local
schools, districts, and institutions to respond appropriately to their own particular needs. This flex-
ibility, one of the advantages of the decentralized control of education in our nation, has tradition-
ally allowed local educational agencies to be creative in adapting solutions developed elsewhere to
the particulars of their own situation. Such creative flexibility is not possible if the components of a
program for technological update are rigidly imposed. When components are rigid, furthermore,
they are likely to become stagnant and even less responsive to actual needs.

It follows, therefore, that state-level agencies or personnel should avoid as much as possible
the prescription of options to local update planners. They can best promote technological update
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by assembling and disseminating information needed for update, by standardizing administrative
arrangements to equalize efforts, and by allowing local personnel to choose and adapt options
most suited to their own needs

Standard Administrative Arrangements

In a program for technological update implemented at the state level, it would be natural to
standardize many of the administrative arnngements that will apply across all occupational areas
Such standardization can help ensure that all teachers receive essentially similar opportunities:
benefits; and reward:: even though they might pFrtioipating in essentially different activities. Of
course; standardizing such arrangements also pre .;,erits the duplication of effort that would occur if
each local education agency set out to make such arrangements itself.

College ad !..rniversity credit. St2te -level personnel would be the logical candidates to make
cooperative arrangements with teacher education institutions for granting college or university
credit to teachers for participating in technological update activities. Needed would be agreement
on what kinds of activities are eligible for credit, tuition payment expected by teacher education
institutions for granting credit to teachers, and a specific schedule of the number of credits 10 be
awarded for specific levels of effort.

The schedule of credits to be awarded for levels of effort is a particularly important considera-
tion in standardizing arrangements. It is essential that a uniform system c.f awarding credits be
adopted across all occupational areas so that all teachers receive equal rewards for their participa-
tion in technological update E, ivities While a specific schedule of activities might be left up to
teachers and administrators in the separate occupational areas, it would hardly be fair for teachers
in one area to receive only one university credit for a particular level of effort while teachers in
another area receive two for the same effort.

The specific &fort required of teachers for credits awarded may vary: In scree cases; simple
attendance at an activity may result in the awarding of credits per unit of time; for example; a
teacher education institution may allow teachers one graduate seme.ster credit for forty hours of
workshop attendance: In other cases; credit award may require more than simple attendance. An
individual update activity; for instance; might consist of a twenty-hour workshop on a particular
topic followed by individual projects in which teachers develop some kind of product for use in
their prOgram (e.g.; student instructional materials involving the topic of the workshop). This entire
activity (workshop attendance and developmental project) might 1-;.f valuQd at one credit as well.
Such credit vakleit would need to be assigned to each kind of act viiy contemplated in a tech-
nological update program; the values assigned to diffe:ent kinds of activity should be roughly
comparable in the amount of time required for the activity.

Eligible update activities. Another administrative detail to standardize would be the kinds of
update activities eligible for inclusion in the update program. Ideary of course, a program would
include a wide variety of eligible activities suited to the varied needs of the teachers to to served
and to the specifics of the state situation. If for some reason, however, a particular type of activity
could not be implemented in a given state, the decision to exclude it from a planned program
would need to be made for all occupational areas. Or on the other hand; a particular activity might
well be app-opriate in one occupational area but not in another because of differing practices and
situations in th^ 4wo occupations: To allow the activity for one area and disallow it for the oEher
would requi-e a decision at the highest level of responsibility:
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Finally; some guidelines should be put in place for teacher participation in individual activities
that are not part of the planned program. A single teacher or very small number of teacners may
need update in a particular topic for whieh it would not be cost-effective to plan a group activity: In
such a case. teachers would need to know how to go about planning and carrying out individual
actiVities: standardizeL guidelines would be required for identifying appropriate activities: deffay-
ing the expenses of those activities, awarding possible college or university credit for them: and
providing released time for participating teachers if necessary.

Funding and reimbursement for activities. Standardized arrangements should also be made for
funding activities planned in the update program. Funding could be direct payment by the state
education agency for the costs of the activity, reimbursement to teachers for costs, or some
combination of the two. Funds available would need to be apportioned among the different occu-
pational areas according to the numbers of teachers to be served for some other realistic and
equitable formula). If funds are allocated to local education agencies or to occupational area staff
within the state education agencies, it may be desirable to set guidelines on the amounts that can
he spent on different kinds of activities. In addition, guidelines wo:Id be needed for reimburse-
mer! to teachers for costs that they bear (e.g., travel and lodging allowances for teachers attend-
ing out-of-town activities):

Minimum standards; Finally; a comprehensive program to update the vocational teachers in a
state might well include some minimum standards for teacher participation in update activities.
Such standards would need to be formulated :ross all occupational areas; they could be phrased
in terms of time spent particip6ting in activities, individual projects following up on group activ;-
ties. required participation in different kinds of activities: and so forth: Provision could also be
made for further standards to be set up by pertinent agencies within each of the occupational
areas, if appropriate.

Specific Occupational Arrangements

Just as certain arrangements logically apply across all occupational areas and should be
standardized. others apply to the individual areas and are more appropriately made within each
occupational area. This is not to say that different ocr;upational areas will inevitably have different
arrangements, of course. On ttra contrary, if two areas share similar details and a similar situation,
they will likely have similar arrangements. The important con=;Ideration is that some of the
arrangements for technological update programs should be suited specifically to the details and
situation of the individual occupational areas 3o that program nccivities meet the needs of the
teachers in the areas:

Needs identification; The process of identifying teachers' needs for technological update is
one that would logically be best left to the individual occupational areas. Specialists within each
occupational area would naturally be more aware of the specifics of the occupationthe content
of program curriculum; the overall capabilities of teachers: the expectations potential employers
have of program graduates; and labor market forecasts for the state: Consequently: it would likely
be much more efficient to have the needs identification process managed and coordinated by such
area specialists.

The means to identify teachers' needs wouid first need to be identified. Needs identification
instruments or systems could perhaps be obtained from teacher education institutions in the state:
these could be administered to individual teachers and the results aggregated by university or
state division personnel in order to arrive at an overall picture of teacher needs throughout the
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state One important part of this overall picture, of course; would be statewide information on
explorers' expectations of beginning workers, as those expectations constitute the level of cur-
rentness needed by teachers in the state.

identification of sources and activities. Another logical task for occupational area specialists
would be to identify appropriate activities to meet the identified needs of teachers and sources of
expertise to tap in offering those activities. The specifics of different occupations. programs within
those occupations, and the needs of the teachers involved may make one kind of activity ineffi-
cient or impossible to implement; or these factors may obviously point to another kinds of activity
as being the most effective and efficient possible. Here again, occupational area specialists are
most likely to have sufficient knowledge of the specifics of the area to make intelligent decisions.

Once appropriate kindsof activities are identified, sources of expertise (i.e., personnel and
sites) must be identified for those activities. These sources will in many cases be located in busi-
ness and industries in the state; equally, the individual departments of teacher education institu-
tions within the state may offer faculty and facilities that can meet teachers' update needs. Once
teacher needs have been identified and aggregated program implementers will have enough
information to make tentative approaches to possible sources of update activities regarding their
peptic w;ic::r planned schedule of activities.

Scheduling details Finally; occupational area specialists should be well equipped to deter-
mine many of the details of scheduling a program of update events for teachers: Decisions would
be required on the location of update activitiesshould separate activities be arranged at different
sites throughout the state; should resource persons travel throughout the state repeating the same
activity at different sites; or should teachers travel to a centralized site to participate in a single
activity? In many cases. the specific circumstances of the occupational area in the state will indi-
cate one choice over another; if all the mining techne logy teachers are located in three adjacent
counties. a singia activity at a centralized site might well be the best answer.

Likewise, the timing of activities would require some informed decisions. It woulo be no use,
for example, scheduling a three-day wor <shop for marketing and distributive education teachers
during the sane week that the national DECA convention is being held in Washington, D.C. On the
other hand, such a workshop might very well be scheduled to follow or to coincide with a state
convention (e.g., a seminar on computerized stock management systems to coincide with the state
DECA convention). Here again, occupational area specialists would be most knowledgeable about
the calendar of yearly events traditional in the area.

Organization at the State
and Local Levels

Just as a clear definition of the roles and responsibilities of all agents involved in technological
update is necessary: the responsibility for performing the tasks described in the previous section
needs to be clearly assigned to different individuals if the effort toward update is to come to fru-
ition. R,:sponsible bodies should be constituted at both the state and local levels; specific tasks
should be expected of each of those bodies. Ideally; the work of planning and implementing a total
program for technological update should be shared by such state and local bodies working
tc:gether.

Equally, responsibilities should be divided between comprehensive bodies to address different
issues that go acrosr. all occupational areas and area-specific bodies that address issues of rele-
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vance to a single service area of program within a service area. This division refletts that nescnbed
in the preceding sections between standardized and area-specific arrangements; it depends again
on the variations that often eY.ist in the situations of the different service areas.

The organization presented in this section_ represents one possible definition of the responsi-
bilities for leadership and action in a program for technological update. Other organizational con-
figurations could be equally logical: others still could be more responsive to the situation of an
individual state. It is important to bear in mind, therefore, that teacher needs for technological
update in any given situation may be better served by assigning responsibilities to individuals in
positions other than those specifically suggested in this discussion. The primary consideration in
each case is that a given responsibility be assigned to an individual who is in a position to fulfill it.

State-Level Bodies

State comprehensive planning committee An excellent approach would be to set a compre-
hensive committee responsible for planning at the state level. Such a committee could fulfill the
responsibility for standardizing administrative arrangments described earlier in this discussion. It
could also be empowered to perform such other tasks as are assigned to it by the state division of
vocational education or the state board of vocational education. Such a state comprehensive plan-
ning committee would have the primary administrative responsibility for planning and implement-
ing a program of technological up-ate activities to meet the needs of teachers within the state; it
would oversee; coordinate; and articulate the individual components of the program as they are
planned and implemented to ensure that the overall orcgram attains the essential strategic charac-
teristics described previously in this document.

One loctical candidate for the chair of this committee would be a state personnel development
coordinator: most states list such an individual in the rester of their state division of vocational_
education. The individual in this position would haVe knOwledge and expertise in inservice teacher
activities, many of them similar or identical to the kind5 of activities likely to be implemented in a
program f& teacher technological update. Furthermore, an individual in this position would have
already a position of authority and established lines of communication with vocational educators
thebughout the state and with the customary providers of inservice activities: An assistant state
direttOr of vocational education would be another logical candidate to chair the state comprehen-
:,dve planning committee.

Members of the state comprehensive planning committee should represent other agents
involved in the process of technological update and other interested parties. The state advisory
Committee for vocational education should be represented by a member to ensure that the per-
spectve of business and industry is heard. Each of the service areas should be represented by a
member so that the different details of the various service areas' situations can be known and
accommocited; the chairpersons of the state area-specific committees (described in the next sec-
tion) would serve well in this capacity. A member repo, -finq the state certification agency could
provide input on th.e effect of state certification policies on the update_ program. Vocational
teachers should be represented by a member from the state vocational education association; this
is especially important to avoid the appearance of the update program being imposed by adminis-
trators. Finally, a vocational teacher educator should represent the ilterests of teacher education
institutions regarding college and university credit for inservice update activities.

State area-specific committees. A counterpart to the state comprehensive planning committee
should be the state area- specific committees, responsible for planning and implementing those
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details of the update program that are specific to the individual service areas or programs within
service areas. In some instances, a single area-specific committee could attend to the details of an
entire service area: for examp1.2, it might easily be feasible to have a single committee for the entire
marketing and merchandising service area, given the general similarity among the individual pro-
grams within the area. In the trade and industrial area, for example, it might be more logical to
have separate committees for automotive trades, metal trades, building trades, draftmg, and n on.
given the dissimift,rity among the different program areas. The decision between a single commit-
tee or multiple committees for a given service area would depend on whether or not the different
needs of the programs within the service area could be effectively and efficiently met by a single
committee.

Members of the committees should represent the agents directly involved in the program for
technological update. A logical chairperson for the area-specific committee would be the state
supervisor for the ser7;ce area. If multiple program committees are set up within a service area;
they might be chaired by other state division personnel (e.g., an assistant supervisor or curriculum
specialist in the area) or by a teacher educator or other professional development leader: Other .
committee members should represent the specific interest of teacher education institutions;
teacher professional organizations; and state service area advisory committees:

Local Bodies

Planning committees at the local level would complement the efforts and responsibilities of
the comprehensive and area-specific committees at the state level. They would be responsibIp for
furnishing to the state-level committees the local information needed for planning and for imple-
menting the decisions of the state committees at the local level.

Local comprehensive planning committee. The local comprehensive planning committee
would be very similar in its- composition to the state comprehensive planning committee. It would
be desirable to have a local comprehensive planning committee for each secondary district or for
each postsecondary institution or district. The chairperson of the comprehensive committee
should, as at the state level, be an individual with a system-wide perspective (e.g., a professional
development coordinator, director of curriculum, or director of vocational/technical education):
Other likely members would be department heads representing each of the service areas; members
of the local teachers' organization, individuals from the local vocational advisory council; and
representatives of the local area-specific committees (described in the following section): Depart-
ments representing service areas could double as representatives of the area-specific committees
if desired:

Local area-specific committees. Area-specific committees should also be set up to reflect tne
service or program areas of the local district or institution. As in the case of the state area-specific
committees, a single committee might be responsible for an entire service area. or individual pro-
grams within a service area might be served by individual committees. This would depend again on
whether or not the different needs of tne programs within a service area can be --Ifective;y and effi-
ciently met by a single committee.

Department or prograrr, heads would be natural candidates to chair the a,-ea-specific commit-
tees. Committee members should represent the local program or craft committees within the area.
It may be appropriate to have members representing local teacher education institutions (or
departments within those institutions)for example, if a local teacher education institution tradi-
tionally provides mservice activities for teachers. Finally, there should be representatives of
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teachers themselves and of local teacher organizations. It is important that such representatives be
practicing teachers and not department heads or supervisors; teachers must perceive that they are
consulted and that the work of such committees is not performed behind their backs and imposed
"from on high."
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12. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

We have seers the essential, generic characteristics of a strategy for technological update: an
organized structure for action; defined roles and responsibilities, statements of policy support;
provision of incentives and rewards; use of high-potential tactics; alternative configurations of tac-
tics to meet local situations; incorporation of update in programs; and continuing End self-
renewing activities: A successful program to update vocational teachers' technological knowledge
and skills must meet these characteristics; within the limitations of the local situation:

We have seen, further, the critical need for successful programs for technological update. The
, seriousness of this need has been explained as a function of the rate of technological change in
our society and changes it the teaching profession itself. It is likely that this need for technologi-
cal update will continue to be critical: in fact, it may become more critical as technology continues
to change at an ever-faster rate and as the average teacher tenure continues to increase. Hence, it
becomes vital that vocational education leaders intervene to establish effective programs of tech-
nological update for secondary and postsecondary voct:.ional teachers.

Given the nature and dimensions of the problem, this intervention should be massive and
n- onwide in scope. The resources of the individual school, institution, or district are unlikely to

,ufficient to address a problem of this magnitude. A concerted effort needs to be made at all
levelslocal, state, and federal. Local participants in the process of technological update need to
be guided by the exercise of leadership, the forritulatior 7.f policy, and the provision of resources
at the state and federal levels.

Specifically, the following recommendations will greatly increase the effectiveness of current
efforts to provide vocational teachers with up-to-date knowledge and skills in the technological
aspects cf their teaching areas:

Assessment of the need for technological update ar d plans to address this need should
be a required part of local operational plans:

Local operational plans should directly address curriculum update as a necessary part of
!;acher technological update.

State- ,;perational plans should address the states' roles in planning and support of
.Pa.her technological update.

State and federal departments of education snould develop rules and regulations regard-
ing administration of educational legislation to impact specifically on teacher technologi-
cal update.

Vocational teache,-tertification and recertification requirements should be modified to
place greater emphasis upon the teachers' currency of demonstrated teaching compe-
tence and occupational competence.
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In order to attract and retain highly qualified vocational teachers, salary schedules should
recognize years of occupational experience, includikg time spent in business/industry
internships, as we'I as teaching experience and iormll educational preparation.

A federal program of update grants or fellowships to local districts or individual teachers
allowing a variety of high-potential update techniques should be established.

Tax incentives should be made available to businesses and industries to encou,age their
collaboration in providing quality occupational internships for teachers and for provision
of equipment necessary for incorporating current occupational technology into voca-
tional curricula.

Occupational currentness should be a major criterion for selection of vocational teachers
for "merit pay" or for designation as "master teachers."

Vocational teachers should he paid to establish and coordinate collaborative arrange-
ments with business/industry to provide work experience and instruction for vocational
students in occupational areas in which the local school cannot provide up-to-date
instruction due to teacher or equipment limitations.

Staffing policies and practices in vocational education should be adopted, such as hiring
of qualified part-time instructors and/or required, regular, paid business /industry intern-
ships for teachers, which will result in teachers more likely to remain current in their
occupation.:
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APPENDIX A

MEMBERS OF THE PANEL OF EXPERTS

Gary Bunch, Training Manager; Whayne Supply Company; Louisville; Kentucky

Dr. James Collins, Director; National Council of States of Inset-vice Education; Syracuse Univer-
sity, Syracuse, New York

Dr. George Ferns, Professor, Department of Administration and Curriculum, Michigan State Uni-
versity, East Lansing, IN.lichiqan

Alan B. Lesure, Publi,her, Wiley & Sons, Publisher: New York, New York

Dr. Jack' McElroy, Proff:;sor, Vocational Industrial Teacher Education, University of Kentucky,
Lexington. Kentucky

Dr :\licriael Poisons, Dean of Instruction, Hagerstown Junior College, Hagerstown, Maryland

Andrea Jetws,Supervisor of Human Resource Development Owens/Corning Fiberglas Technical
Cent,?i, Granville, Ohio

Dr: John Van Ast, Project Director, Iowa Curriculum Assistance System, College of Education,
Iowa State University; -Ames, Iowa
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APPENDIX B

KENTUCKY CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDIT MATER; .LS
CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDIT RECORD FOR 198?

KENTUCKY BOARD OF DENTISTRY
2106 Bardstown Road

Louisville; Kentucky 40205

KENTUCKY LICENSE NO

Mite Course Title/Description Sponsorel by Typo cf F.leetm:, f c

1/82 Columbus Dental Society Meeting COI S. Dent. Lor-al

3/82 Columbus Denial Society Meeting Cols: Dent:
H

Local

_5/82 Colum.us se tal Society I'. _g Cols Dont Local

4/82 American Assoc. Of Endodontists A.A.E. Dent_Spec. Nat'l. 5_

10/82 Ohio State Dental Meeting O.D.A. State 5

To hie best of my knowledge; the foregoing record of my corittnuing education participation is true and accurate.
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SIGNED:

NAME (PRINT:

OFFICE ADDEESS
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GUIDELINES AND SCHEDULE OF POINTS TO BE ACCUMULATED BY EACH LICENS2D DENTIST FOR
COMPLIANCE WITH THE CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENT FOR REUCENSURE:

Each Licensed dentist requesting renewal of license must show evidence which is satisfactory to the Kentucky Board
of Dentistr that he/she has accumulated ten (10) points of continuing education between January 1; 1982 and
December 31; 1982: The evidence of ten points of continuing education shall be submitted on the CONTINUING
EDUCATION CREDIT RECORD FOR 1981 to the Kentucky Board of Dentistry; 2106 Bardstown Road;
Lriyisville; Kentucky 40205; NO LATER THAN DECEMBER 31; 19E2:

The following schedule of vints rating is adopted:

Loc.,: dental meetings 2 points
State dental meetingc 5 poirts
Regional end national meetings r; points
(Regional meetings shall i e defined as a meeting held within a specific region
of theUnitedStates, not within a specific region of an individual state.)
Dental specialty rneetin.is 5 pow t.7

Study -club dental meetinns 2 nO;h.tS

(Study uiuos shall be defined as a rneetingut no less than two (2) hours duration, They. sr at u2 cr-latercti
andador- a const,.Jtion and by-laws, such constitution and by-laws to be filed with the K., Dost d

of Dean:try in order to b eligible tcfulfill the continuing education requirement. One-half ('/L the
meeting time shall he de -Died to matters of professional interest.)
Continuing education in formally emoiled classes or clinics under sponsorship of a
.1ental ctfflege or university; iecconized dental association; or specialty
linens::: certifying board s per day

cours:: shall be of six (6) Lours or more in duration in order to qualify.)
Hosnital craft meetings 2 points
(Applieat,le only when a scientific session is held.)

The Board of Dentistry or the Secretary-Treasurer may; at its/his discretion; apprnve 'or continuing education
credit such other courses as may be deemed worthy of fulfilling the -equirement as elated to continuing education.
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APPENDIX C

CATEGORIES OF VOLUN rARY
CONTINUING EDUCATION IN CAld

Required Educational Activities:
Twenty-five Hours per Year Minimum

R01. Continuing education at a university. recognized dental association. sbecialty group. or
Other accredited institution with the participant formally enrolled in c;asses or Liinics. This
is an unlimited category and all thirty-five (35) credits could be earned this way.

R02 Local dental society meetings:

One (1) credit per scientific meeting with maximum of ten (10) credits per year for
attendance of society rieetings.

Courses approved by the Accreditation COmmutee and sponsored by a society

R03. State Dental Association Meetings: Credit for attending specific scientific sessions. Maxi-
mum of three (3) credits per half day and six (6) credits per day.

R04. Regional and Natitrial Ciedit for attending specific scientific sessions: Maximum
of three (3) credits per half day and six (b) per day.

R05. Dental Spec ally or Recognized Academy Meetings: Credits for attending specific scientific
sessions. Maximum of three (3) credits per half day and six (6) per day:

R06. Research Cerfers: Didactic an d Clinical: Authorization necessary from the Accreditation
Committee:

R07: Dental seminar Meetings: Credits for attending specific sessions. Maximum of three
(3) credits per half day and six (6) credits per day. Authorization from the Accreditatibri
Committee.

R08. Teaching: Faculty status of an approved dental, dental hygiene or medical school.

A dentist engaged in teaching on the undergraduate, graduate or postgraduate level will
be allowed a maximum of (20) credits per year.

Approved hospital residency programfulltime director or instructortwenty (20)
credits r er year:

Other inStituti in Or organizations may submit application for accreditation to the
Accreditatiuri Committee and credits will be established.

F Hospital Staff Sessions: One (1) credit per hour up to fifteen (15) per year
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R10. Original Pi esentations:

a. Presentation of a scientific paper: essay or course at one of the recognized dental meet-
ings named in items R01-R08; ten (10) credits for each original presentation; two (2)
credits for repeating a previously prepared pr-scntation up to a maximum of ten (10)
credits:

Preparation and presentation of an educational exhibit, clinic or table clinic at a recog-
nized dental meeting named in items r.U1-R08, five (5) credits for initial presentation.
two (2) credits for repeating a presentation up to a maximum of six (6) credits.

Publication of orig,' at scientific article in one of the officially recognized Ohio Dental
Association or American Dental r ssociation publicatiors, twenty (20) credits. Publica-
tion of a book c;-uld earn up to fifty (50) credits, number to be determined by the
Accreditation Committee. CrecP:s may be obtained only for the initial publication.

Research that is in progress or completed; published or unpublished; can be suomitted
to the Accreditation Committee and credits will be awarded on the basis of the data
submitted:

R11: Internships; Residencies; or Graduate Programs: Credit must be approved by the Accredita-
tion Committee.

R12 Study Clubs: To qua!ay: A study club must elect officers, have by-laws. regular meetings
and be registered with the Accreditation Committee. Credits for programs to be determined
by the Accreditation Committee.

Elective Educational Activities:
Ten hours per year maximum.

E01. Educational television and radio programs, seif- teaching machines, audio tapes, slide pro-
grams and other audiovisoai educational activities.

E02. Dental Correspondence Courses.

E03, Teaching Activities not iisted in Required Fa"' Jcational Activities:

E04. Dental Programs, meet'ngs, courses; and activities not included in Reouired Educational
Activities,

E05. Other Activities approved by the Accreditation Committee upon applicann to it.
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